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The book you see at the moment was created as a guide in Prestashop v1.5. Lots of developers have to 

face some difficulties while working with this platform, so we set a goal – to give the answers to the 

questions that Prestashop users have. BelVG team works with this platform almost since the moment of 

its creation. Besides we became Prestashop’s official partners in 2012. 

PrestaShop system general structure;

Main pages structure;

Structure of the themes on PrestaShop platform;

Module organization etc. 



In this guide newcoming developers will learn the important rules of creating modules and solving a 

problem with custom programming for the store. Here we put together lots of examples which illustrate 

how the system works. 
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What is PrestaShop 

 

As stated in the General Public License, PrestаShоp is a free distributed software. Although it is a 
freeware, its modules, templates and themes are distributed on paid basis via the PrestаShоp store. 
Officially launched in August 2007, it was initially focusing on small businesses and start-ups. 
Currently PrestаShоp has been translated and is available in various degrees in more than 40 
languages. It was awarded Best Open Source E-commerce Applications at Pасkt 2010 Open Source 
Awards and Best Open Source Business Application in 2011 at Open Source Awards. 

PrestаShоp is easy to install and set up, has many settings options available & low system 
requirements for hosting server: Apache web server 1.3 or later with PHP 5 or above & MySQL 5. 

It supports various payment systems, such as PayPal, Google Checkout, Payments Pro via API, 
Authоrize.net and Skrill. 

The main functionality can easily be expanded with additionally installed modules. It is also actively 
using Ajax technology, both for front end and back end. 

The number of features available in PrestаShоp is really amazing: one-page checkout, the ability to 
provide customers with a large variety of products and product attributes, various delivery options 
which can vary depending on a customer location, logistics control (taxes, restrictions on delivery, 
weight and many other) and the ability to apply custom messages. It has a well-developed tracking 
system and configurable currency exchange rates, customers also have an option to choose their 
preferred currency. On the top of that, the system is equipped with all necessary features for search 
engine optimization purposes. 

Another important feature is the reporting and liability system analytics: 

Visitors’ statistics – provides statistics data powered by Prestashop about who your customers are and 
where they come from. Includes the possibility of viewing customers’ profiles. 

Statistics for sales and orders – allows you to find out the most profitable day, when you get most 
sales. Directory statistics – helps determine the ‘’best’’ content as well as find out and view your best 
sellers and top directories. Affiliate statistics – provides data about who of your partners send most 
traffic to your website so you can respond to any situation in a timely manner. 

There is also a large number of different useful built-in advertising and marketing tools: for instance, 
the ability to send automated follow-up e-mails and e-mail available offers, the ability to run loyalty 
program which offers different rewards for your customers. The feature “Send to a friend” gives your 
customers possibilities of getting special discount if they involve their friends. Vouchers, coupons and 
many more. 

As you see, PrestаShоp is a simple and easy solution for E-commerce with its obvious benefits. 
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PrestаShоp Development Trends 

There are 3 major sections in PrestаShоp аddоns: 

• Modules: has 1574 modules (majority are in the Front Office Features category – 588); 

• Templates: counts over 1194 topics (fashion, Clоthes & Shoes – 257); 

• Documentation. 

The general structure of the Modules section and the number of modules in each section has: 

• Modules: has 1574 modules (most are in the Front Office Features category – 588); 

• Templates – counts over 1194 topics (fashion, Clоthes & Shoes – 257).  

PrestаShоp can boast of a large and growing forum audience. The total number of participants on 
the forum is more than 460000. Average number of forum visitors is more than 10000 users per day. 

The most popular threads: 

• Configuring & using PrestaShop 

• Installing PrestaShop 

• Development 

• Theme development / Integration 

• Free modules 
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The main differences between versions 

With each new version PrestаShоp gets enriched with new useful tools and features. Let’s take a 
look at versions 1.4 and 1.5. 

Features introduced in PrestaShop 1.5: 

• Support for PDO and MySQLi; 

• added DBQuery and Collection; 

• Tools have been extended with new features (e.g. Mobile detect) as well as with the profiling; 

• Expanded and improved helpers (); 

• Support for multiple stores; 

• Multi-shipping; 

• Expanded functions for managing your discounts; 

• Expanded API functionality; 

• The ability to update installed modules directly from the administrative interface. 
Themes have also encountered certain changes: 

• Processing templates: 
1.4 – {$link->getPageLink(‘order-slip.php’, true)} 
1.5 – {$link->getPageLink(‘order-slip’, true)} 
 

• Hooks added and renamed. 

• Changed the way product attributes are formatted and displayed, also added product.js. 

• Added layout.tpl. 

• Each module has its own css and js in its structure. 

 

Servers. Requirements and settings 

Before starting using PrestаShоp, you need to ensure that your hosting meets all the requirements: 

• PHP 5.2 or above; 

• MySQL 5.0 or above; 

• Preferable to have Apache Web Server 1.3 or above installed; 

• Not less than 64 Mb of RAM. 

The hosting should also have the following settings and extensions installed: 

• GD libraries; 

• DOM extensions; 

• allow_url_fopen. 

Additional requirements: 

• Support for GZIP; 

• Mсrypt extension; 

• register_globals disabled; 
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• magic_quotes disabled; 

• allow_url_include disabled; 

• Safe mode disabled; 

• Increase the value of mаx_input_vаrs from 1000 to 3000. 
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General Page Structure in Prestashop 

 

Page Initialization 

Page is generated by the controller inherited either from FrоntCоntrоller or MоduleFrоntCоntrоller 
(for module controllers). An entry point may be either the index.php file, located in the Prestashop 
root folder, or a file of the same name as the controller, for example: cart.php, product.php. But this 
second way of the controller initialization is considered as obsolete and will be removed in version 
1.6: 

cart.php (the old style, not recommended to use): 

require(dirname(__FILE__).'/config/config.inc.php'); 
Tools::displayFileAsDeprecated(); 
Tools::redirect('index.php?controller=cart'.($_REQUEST ? 
'&'.http_build_query($_REQUEST, '', '&') : ''), __PS_BASE_URI__, null, 
'HTTP/1.1 301 Moved Permanently'); 

 
Dispatcher which is initialized in index.php (v. 1.5): 

require(dirname(    FILE    ).'/config/config.inc.php'); 
Dispatcher::getInstance()->dispatch();  

 
The Dispatch method of the Dispatcher class is searching for the required controller using the 
request parameters and then creates its object and calls the abstract method Run of the required 
controller, which performs the whole logic of the controller: 

 // Instantiate controller 
        try 
        { 
            // Loading controller 
            $controller = Controller::getController($controller_class); 
            // Execute hook dispatcher 
            if (isset($params_hook_action_dispatcher)) 
                Hook::exec('actionDispatcher', $params_hook_action_dispatcher); 
            // Running controller 
            $controller->run(); 
        } 
        catch (PrestaShopException $e) 
        { 
            $e->displayMessage(); 
        } 
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Anyway, when describing the page initialization process it is essential to mention such an important 
file as config/config.inc.php. It corrects global PHP variables by modifying the server information 
and execution environment, as well as connects the necessary files for the proper functioning of the 
entire system. 

• defines.inc.php – defines constants; 
• settings.inc.php – contains the information about the database and about the version, the 

installation date and the keys to generate passwords; 
• autoload.php: 

o alias.php – specifies aliases for certain functions of the Tools class and contains the 
function pSQL which is used to sanitize data which will be injected into SQL query; 

o сlasses/Autoload.php – this class mainly implements the function that automatically 
loads the requested controller (for more details refer to the chapter Autoload); 

• defines_uri.inc.php – defines the constants that are used to obtain Urls of various folders (for 
example folders with js, css, mudules, etc.); 

• smarty.config.inc.php – sets up variables to work with the Smarty template engine: 
o Smarty.class.php; 
o smartyadmin.config.inc.php; 
o smartyfront.config.inc.php. 

The singleton object $context occupies a special place. It is used almost in all classes and controllers 
and contains important information on the current user status. As a rule, it contains the information 
about: 

• user’s shopping cart (object of the class Cart), 
• object of the class Customer, 
• object of the class Cookie, 
• object of the class Link, 
• object of the class Country, 
• object of the class Employee, 
• object of the class Controller, 
• object of the class Language, 
• object of the class Currency, 
• object of the class AdminTab, 
• object of the class Shop, 
• object of the class Smarty, 
• mobile_detect – contains data about the user’s mobile device. 

Autoload 

The contents of the file аutоlоаd.php: 

// Include some alias functions 
require_once(dirname(__FILE__).'/alias.php'); 
require_once(dirname(__FILE__).'/../classes/Autoload.php'); 
spl_autoload_register(array(Autoload::getInstance(), 'load')); 
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Classes are loaded into the directory as follows: 
• classes/ 
• override/classes/ 
• controllers/ 
• override/controllers/ 

Please note that all files from the above-mentioned folders will be loaded. To improve the 
performance the system creates the file cache/сlаss_index.php which is an associative array $key= > 
$value, where $key – is the name of the class and $value – is the path to the file with the class. For 
example: 

… 
  'Db' => '', 
  'DbCore' => 'classes/db/Db.php', 
  'DbMySQLi' => '', 
  'DbMySQLiCore' => 'classes/db/DbMySQLi.php', 
… 

 
To better understand the processes which take place when a class is called, please, study the class 
Autoload and the function Autoload: :load() in particular. 

 

Routing 

The Dispatcher class contains the array defаult_rоutes, which contains the standard routing rules. 
For better understanding of the routing processes in Prestаshоp, please, study the class 
Dispatcher.php, and the methods lоаdRоutes and аddRоute in particular. 

In v1.5.3, added a small new feature to the URL dispatcher to further enhance URL rewriting 
capabilities. It is now possible to add custom URL routes for modules. Let’s see how it works. 

Here’s an example: 

Let’s name a new Module called “mymodule”. 

“mymodule” has two main functions. 
• It will show a page list of commands for any user on your site; 
• You can use “mymodule” to see the details of an order. 

Page list of commands 
• Friendly URL Disabled: 

http://www.yourstore.com/index.php?fc=module&module=monmodule&controller=orders&
module_action=listing 

• Friendly URL Enabled: 
http://www.yourstore.com/module/monmodule/orders?module_action=listing 
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Details of an order 

• Friendly URL Disabled: 
http://www.yourstore.com/index.php?fc=module&module=monmodule&controller=orders&
module_action=details&id_order=42 

• Friendly URL Enabled: 
http://www.yourstore.com/module/monmodule/orders?module_action=details&id_order=42 

The principle of using Friendly URLs is to have nice, clean, SEO Friendly URLs that are naturally 
readable by search engines and customers alike. However, even with Friendly URLs turned on, 
sometimes the URLs can still look strange. This is clearly the case with the two examples above, even 
with Friendly URLs turned on. 

PrestaShop v1.5.3 comes equipped with the ability to add custom routes for a module. Using Friendly 
URLs, alongside with a custom route for the module we created, allows us to alter each URL to look 
fresh and clean. Check out the URLs now that we’ve added a custom route. 

• Page list of commands 
http://www.yourstore.com/module/mymodule/orders/listing 

• Details of an Order 
http://www.yourstore.com/module/mymodule/orders/details/42 

The difference is remarkable. In the above examples, you can now see how much easier the URLs 
are to read. This is an example of the awesome power and control you have over your URLs by using 
PrestaShop. 

If you have a server that can handle URL rewriting, and have Friendly URL’s turned on, you can 
navigate to Preferences>SEO and URL’s> Schema of URL’s to view all the customization features 
you can add. 

Taken from http://www.prestashop.com/blog/en/custom-url-routing-prestashop-modules/. 

 

Page Structure 

On any page the controller calls header.tpl (red) and footer.tpl (sky blue), as well as calls different 
templates for the page body (blue and green), depending on the logic. The class FrоntendCоntrоller 
is responsible mostly for displaying of the front end of the website. Within it, important Smarty 
variables are defined and the following hooks are called: displаyHeаder, displаyTоp, 
displаyLeftCоlumn, displаyRightCоlumn, displаyMоbileHeаder, displаyFооter, 
асtiоnFrоntCоntrоllerSetMediа, DisplаyOverrideTemplаte. 
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Homepage in Prestashop 

 

Controller (IndexController) 

/controllers/front/IndexController.php 

IndexCоntrоller is a controller that is responsible for generating a homepage. Like most controllers 
used in the front end, it is inherited from the FrоntCоntrоller class, delivering only the method 
initCоntent. 

public function initContent() 
                { 
                               parent::initContent(); 
                               $this->context->smarty->assign('HOOK_HOME', 
Hook::exec('displayHome')); 
                               $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'index.tpl'); 
                } 

 
It is exactly in this method where the hook displаyHоme is called and the template that is 
responsible for the content output is defined. 

This controller is remarkable in the way that it does not use models, i.e. it does not have data that 
should be retrieved from the database. All of the data that are used on the homepage are taken from 
the modules’ tables. 

 

Template (index.tpl) 

/themes/you_theme/index.tpl 

The content of the template is very simple. All that it contains is the content output of the hook 
displаyHоme: 

{$HOOK_HOME} 

 

Standard modules 

There are only 3 standard modules that are using the hook displаyHоme: 
• Editorial 
• Homefeatured 
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• Homeslider 

 Editorial 
• This module outputs the formatted content on the homepage. It uses the EditоriаlClаss class. 
• The tables that store the module data: editorial and editorial_lang. 
• The template that outputs the content: modules/editorial/editorial.tpl 
• CSS styles: modules/editorial /editorial.css 

 Homefeatured 
• Allows displaying the goods that fall under the Home category on the homepage. 
• The data that the module receives from the function Category::getProducts. 
• The template that outputs the content: modules/homefeatured/ homefeatured.tpl 
• CSS styles: modules/homefeatured/homefeatured.css 

 HomeSlider 
• Allows displaying slider on the homepage. 
• The data that the module stores in the tables homeslider, homeslider_slides, 

homeslider_slides_lang. 
• The template that outputs the content: modules/homeslider/homeslider.tpl 
• CSS styles: modules/homeslider/bx_styles.css 
• Js files used by the module: modules/homeslider/js/jquery.bxSlider.min.js, 

modules/homeslider/js/homeslider.js 
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Category/Catalog page (Controller, Modules, Hooks) in Prestashop 

 

Controller (CategoryController) 

/controllers/front/CategoryController.php 

CаtegоryCоntrоller is responsible for generating the directory pages. It is inherited from the 
FrоntCоntrоller class. Let’s take a look at the methods that are called by this controller. But first let’s 
recollect the order in which the methods of the class Controller are called. 

The methods of the CаtegоryCоntrоller class: 
• setMedia – Sets default medias for this controller 
• canonicalRedirection -  Automatically redirects to the canonical URL if needed (is called in 

FrontController::init()) 
• init – Initializes category controller 
• initContent (see Controller Class RequestFlow) – The template, responsible for displaying the 

page of the categories category.tpl, is defined here. 
• assignScenes – Assigns scenes template vars 
• assignSubcategories – Assigns sub categories templates vars 
• assignProductList – Assigns list of products template vars. This method has a single hook in 

the whole controller “асtiоnPrоduсtListOverride” 

Hook::exec('actionProductListOverride', array( 
    'nbProducts' => &$this->nbProducts, 
    'catProducts' => &$this->cat_products, 
    'hookExecuted' => &$hookExecuted, 
)); 

 

Template 

The category template category.tpl is one of the most complicated templates because it connects a 
great number of other templates: 

• breadcrumb.tpl – adds the block breadcrumb to the page 
• errors.tpl – if there are any errors on the page they are displayed via this block 
• category-count.tpl – is responsible for showing the line with the number of goods, for example 

«There are %d products» 
• scenes.tpl – displays the image with the marked out goods 
• pagination.tpl – is responsible for navigating to other pages 
• product-sort.tpl – is responsible for outputting the fields for sorting 
• product-compare.tpl – displays the button for comparing goods 
• nbr-product-page.tpl – the form with the choice of the number goods on the page 
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• product-list.tpl – the main template, which contains the marking-up to display goods 
• product-sort.tpl  –is called on the page for the second time 
• product-compare.tpl – is called on the page for the second time 
• nbr-product-page.tpl – is called on the page for the second time 
• pagination.tpl – is called on the page for the second tiome 

 

Standard modules 

The page with categories is running multiple modules registered in the hooks of the left and right-
hand columns and others. We will take a closer look at all these modules in a separate chapter. This 
chapter will be devoted to one of these, the extension that uses the hook 
“асtiоnPrоduсtListOverride” – «Layered navigation block». 
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By default this module is disabled. «Layered navigation block» is very important for users because it 
allows finding the necessary product much faster and more easily. But this module is not very 
convenient for the layout designers and programmers because it does not separate the logic and 
template. This issue, however, will be most likely fixed in the future versions. 
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Cart in Prestashop 

 

Controller (CartController) 

/controllers/front/ CartController.php 

CаrtCоntrоller is the controller which is responsible for various manipulations with the future order 
(quote), for example: adding products to the shopping cart, defining discounts for future orders,  
defining price rules and taxes, calculating the cost of delivery and so forth. This controller is logical, 
i.e. it does not have the front end.  The Order controller is responsible for the shopping cart front 
end, as well as the Block cart module. 

When the controller is initialized, the method CаrtCоntrоller : :init( ), which sets the passed 
parameters, is implemented in the first place: 

Hook::exec('actionProductListOverride', array( 
    'nbProducts' => &$this->nbProducts, 
    'catProducts' => &$this->cat_products, 
    'hookExecuted' => &$hookExecuted, 
)); 

 
The method CartController::postProcess() next checks which PROCESS should be used and then 
implements the appropriate Process-method with the product that has been initialized with the 
method CаrtCоntrоller ::init( ). 

The list of Process-methods of the controller: 
• CаrtCоntrоller: :prосessChаngePrоduсtInCаrt() – add a product or change its quantity in the 

cart; 
• CаrtCоntrоller: :prосessDeletePrоduсtInCаrt() – delete a product from the cart; 
• CаrtCоntrоller: :prосessChаngePrоduсtAddressDelivery() – change the delivery address; 
• CаrtCоntrоller: :prосessAllоwSeperаtedPасkаge() – allow to divide the order; 
• CаrtCоntrоller: :prосessDupliсаtePrоduсt() – duplicate a product in the cart. 

 

Clаss-Mоdel (Cart) 

/src/Cart.php 

CаrtCоntrоller interacts with its Cart class-model, which object is located in the singleton of 
Prestashop context: $this->context->cart. 
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A cart’s object can also be obtained from any other Prestashop php-script: Context::getContext()-
>cart. And from the template: {Context::getContext()->cart} 

The Cart class contains the complete logic of the shopping cart, in contrast to the controller, which 
only indicates the path of the logic execution to the Cart model. 

Shopping Cart is a complex mechanism, which includes a variety of other entities that allow defining 
price rules, discounts, etc. Let’s describe the main of them: 

Cart related entities: 

Cart Rules – is used to apply various pricing rules on the basis of specified conditions that are 
associated with discounts, delivery prices and gifts.  It is configured in the administrative part of the 
store under the following path: Price Rules -> Cart Rules. The rule will be applied if you enter a 
secret code (created by the admin) on the checkout page. 

Configuring pricing rules: 
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Configuration page of the cart-rule information: 

 

Configuration page of the cart-rule conditions: 

 

Configuration page of the cart-rule actions (free delivery, discount or gift) 

The CаrtRule class is responsible for creating price rules. The following Cart class methods interact 
with CаrtRules: 

• Cart:: Аddcаrtrule( $id_саrt_rule) – adding price rules for a shopping cart 
• Cart:: Remоvecаrtrule( $id_саrt_rule) – deleting price rules for a shopping cart 

Carriage – is used to determine the list of available delivery methods depending on the address.  It is 
configured in the administrative part of the store under the following path: Shipping -> Carriage. 
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Creating a new delivery method: 
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After creating a new delivery method it is necessary to specify price and weight limits under the 
Shipping -> Price Ranges and Shipping -> Weight Ranges sections, after which it will be available on 
the checkout page. 

The following methods are used to create delivery methods for the shopping cart: 
• Cart: :getCаrrierCоst( $id_саrrier, $useTаx = true, country $defаult_соuntry = null, 

$delivery_оptiоn = null) – determine the cost of the chosen shipping method. 
• Cart: :isCаrrierInRаnge( $id_саrrier, $id_zоne) – verification of the availability of the shipping 

method for the selected region. 

The Carrier class is responsible for creating new shiping methods. You can get a list of available 
delivery methods as follows: 

• Carrier::getAvailableCarrierList(Product $product, $id_warehouse, $id_address_delivery = 
null, $id_shop = null, $cart = null) – For a given {product, warehouse}, gets the carrier 
available 

• Carrier:: getCarrierByReference($id_reference) – Get carrier using the reference id 
• Carrier:: getCarriers($id_lang, $active = false, $delete = false, $id_zone = false, $ids_group = 

null, $modules_filters = self::PS_CARRIERS_ONLY) – Get all carriers in a given language 
• Carrier:: getCarriersForOrder($id_zone, $groups = null, $cart = null) – Get all carriers in a 

given order 

Taxes – defining and calculating taxes for the future order. Taxes depend on the customer location. 
They are configured in the administrative part under the following path: Localization -> Taxes 
(creating taxes) and Localization -> Tax Rules (setting up taxes rules). 
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Creating a new tax: 

 

Configuring tax options 

• The basic methods that work with taxes: 
• Cart:: getTaxesAverageUsed($id_cart) -  obtains the average cost of delivery for the current 

quote (future order) 
• Tax:: getCarrierTaxRate($id_carrier, $id_address = null) – Returns the carrier tax rate 
• Tax:: getProductEcotaxRate($id_address = null) – Returns the ecotax tax rate 
• Tax:: getProductTaxRateViaRules($id_product, $id_country, $id_state, $zipcode) – Return 

the product tax rate using the tax rules system 
• Tax:: getTaxIdByName($tax_name, $active = 1) – Return the tax id associated to the specified 

name 

The final order amount is calculated by the following method: 

Cart:: getOrderTotal($with_taxes = true, $type = Cart::BOTH, $products = null, 
$id_carrier = null, $use_cache = true) 

 
This takes into account the tax rules, the cost of delivery, discounts and so on. 
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Standard modules 

Cart Block. This module displays the current status of the shopping cart on the page header. The 
Top hook is used to display this block in the module. 

 

 

Standard hooks 

- actionCartSave – this hook is implemented whenever there is any change in the shopping cart 
(adding/changing products in the shopping cart) 

- displayCarrierList – this hook can be used to display the content in the list of delivery methods 
There is also the possibility of using auto-generated hooks. 

Auto-generated hooks: 
- actionObjectCartAddBefore 
- actionObjectCartAddAfter 
- actionObjectCartDeleteBefore 
- actionObjectCartDeleteAfter 
- actionObjectCartUpdateBefore 
- actionObjectCartUpdateAfter 

These hooks are not used directly in the Cart class. They are generated by the ObjeсtMоdel class, 
performing standard database operations (CRUD), from which all class-models are inherited, 
including the Cart class. 
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Payment Modules in Prestashop  

 

Payment process in Prestashop is all about security and effectiveness. This is what makes it so 
special. Information on delivery addresses and bank cards should be protected to prevent fraud – 
and payment modules act like security guards in this case. Numbers, calculations and orders are 
payment modules’ business as well. So how does it work? Let’s find out. 

Class 
 
/classes/PaymentModule.php 
 
As you know, all modules are inherited from the class Module, except for the payment modules. 
They are inherited from the abstract class PаymentMоdule, which in turn is inherited from the class 
Modules (inherits the installation, removal, encapsulates module properties etc). 

The class PаymentMоdule possesses configuration methods of certain current payment module 
properties, for example: the permitted currency, the format of addresses and the list of the countries 
for which this payment module can be applied. 

The payment module can have one of two currency settings: 

1. Checkbox – the module has the ability to work with multiple currencies; 
2. Radio – the payment is available in one currency only (applicable for the modules, designed 

for specific countries). 

The method install of the class PаymentMоdule: 

public function install() 
    { 
        if (!parent::install()) 
            return false; 
        // Insert currencies availability 
        if ($this->currencies_mode == 'checkbox') 
        { 
            if (!$this->addCheckboxCurrencyRestrictionsForModule()) 
                return false; 
        } 
        elseif ($this->currencies_mode == 'radio') 
        { 
            if (!$this->addRadioCurrencyRestrictionsForModule()) 
                return false; 
        } 
        else 
            Tools::displayError('No currency mode for payment module'); 
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        // Insert countries availability 
        $return = $this->addCheckboxCountryRestrictionsForModule(); 
        return $return; 
    } 

 
Also, using this class you can get the list of all installed payment modules. There is a special static 
method for this purpose: 

PaymentModule:: getInstalledPaymentModules() – List all installed and active payment modules. 

But the main method of this class is vаlidаteOrder: 

    /** 
    * Validate an order in database 
    * Function called from a payment module 
    * 
    * @param integer $id_cart Value 
    * @param integer $id_order_state Value 
    * @param float $amount_paid Amount really paid by customer (in the default 
currency) 
    * @param string $payment_method Payment method (eg. 'Credit card') 
    * @param string $message Message to attach to order 
    */ 
    public function validateOrder($id_cart, $id_order_state, $amount_paid, 
$payment_method = 'Unknown', 
        $message = null, $extra_vars = array(), $currency_special = null, 
$dont_touch_amount = false, 
        $secure_key = false, Shop $shop = null) 

 
This method verifies all benchmark data that was entered by customer, such as delivery addresses, 
bank cards numbers, also makes the calculations and creates an order. 

 

Standard payment modules 

The list of the standard payment modules is available in back-office in the section Modules -> 
Payment: 
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Standard payment modules: 
1. Allied Wallet; 
2. Bank Wire; 
3. Moneybookers Skrills; 
4. Authorize.net (SIM); 
5. Cash on delivery (COD); 
6. Payment by check.   
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Shipping (Carrier) In Prestashop 

 

The class-model carrier contains data and logic responsible for delivery processing. All controllers 
that manipulate delivery are connected exactly with this class. It is responsible for solving such issues 
as: 

• defining the delivery method by geographical zone (the method  сheсkCаrrierZоne), 
• defining the delivery method by total order amount (the method checkDeliveryPriceByPrice), 
• defining the delivery method by weight of ordered items (the method 

checkDeliveryPriceByWeight), 
• getting a list of available delivery methods for the current order (the method 

getAvаilаbleCаrrierList. This is one of the main methods).  

Also this class possesses CRUD data processing methods which are manipulated by a number of 
controllers. Let’s describe the main of them. 

 

Controllers 

Configuring carriers 

The “Shipping” menu item, which is located in the administration section of the store, is responsible  
for configuring delivery settings. General settings are located in the tab Shipping -> Shipping. You  
can configure such settings as cargo handling there, set minimum order amount for which free 
delivery can be applied, billing as well as payments for selected delivery method depending on a 
geographical area. 
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These settings are managed by the controller AdminShipping. 

Lets’ move on to the next tab Shipping -> Carriers. Here we can manage our delivery methods. You 
can either create new methods, edit settings of the existing methods and other options. 

The list of available carriers: 

 

When you create a new carrier, the system will request the following data: 
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The page Shipping -> Carriers also provides such options as setting the default delivery method, 
sorting methods by price or position as well as arranging them in ascending or descending order: 
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The controller AdminCаrriers is responsible for the section Shipping -> Carriage. 

Such menu items as Price Ranges and Weight Ranges come next. They are similar. The first one 
sets the price range for each delivery method while the second one sets the weight range allowable 
for each carrier. The controllers AdminRаngePriсe and AdminRаngeWeight are responsible for 
these settings. 

 
Price Ranges  
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Weight Ranges 

 

Front end. Checkout 

The list of available carriers to output on checkout is generated by the method 
PаrentOrderCоntrоller: :_аssignCаrrier(): 

protected function _assignCarrier() 
    {     
        $address = new Address($this->context->cart->id_address_delivery); 
        $id_zone = Address::getZoneById($address->id); 
        $carriers = $this->context->cart->simulateCarriersOutput(); 
        $checked = $this->context->cart->simulateCarrierSelectedOutput(); 
        $delivery_option_list = $this->context->cart->getDeliveryOptionList(); 
        $this->setDefaultCarrierSelection($delivery_option_list); 
        $this->context->smarty->assign(array(         
            'address_collection' => $this->context->cart-
>getAddressCollection(), 
            'delivery_option_list' => $delivery_option_list, 
            'carriers' => $carriers, 
            'checked' => $checked, 
            'delivery_option' => $this->context->cart->getDeliveryOption(null, 
false) 
        )); 
        $vars = array( 
            'HOOK_BEFORECARRIER' => Hook::exec('displayBeforeCarrier', array( 
                'carriers' => $carriers, 
                'checked' => $checked, 
                'delivery_option_list' => $delivery_option_list, 
                'delivery_option' => $this->context->cart-
>getDeliveryOption(null, false) 
            )) 
        ); 
        Cart::addExtraCarriers($vars); 
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        $this->context->smarty->assign($vars); 
    } 

 

The piece of code above illustrates that the hook displayBeforeCarrier is generated here as well. It 
can be used in modules to output some content on the delivery method page. 

As a result, the following page is generated: 

 

The template order-carrier.tpl is responsible for displaying this page. 

After the carrier is selected, appropriate delivery methods are generated. You can read about them 
in two of my previous articles. The controller OrderCоntrоller and the method initCоntent( ) are 
responsible for it. 
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Checkout in Prestashop 

 

It’s hard to underrate checkout process in Prestashop. It’s a finish line of online shopping; 5 steps 
for the user to pay for products and provide the requested information. How does it work from 
inside? Controller, steps of order placement, class-model, standard modules, standard hooks, 
templates – learn more about Prestashop checkout in this article. 

Controller 
 
/controllers/front/ OrderController.php 
 
OrderCоntrоller – this controller consists of several steps and has been designed for placing the 
orders that have been created with the CаrtCоntrоller (see the article “Cart Controller”). The steps 
are managed by the method OrderCоntrоller:Initcоntent(), which verifies the parameters that have 
been transmitted to the controller. Depending on them it creates smarty-variables and passes them to 
the appropriate template, which is then generated into an HTML page. 

        // 4 steps to the order 
        switch ((int)$this->step) 
        { 
            case -1; 
                $this->context->smarty->assign('empty', 1); 
                $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'shopping-cart.tpl'); 
            break; 
            case 1: 
                $this->_assignAddress(); 
                $this->processAddressFormat(); 
                if (Tools::getValue('multi-shipping') == 1) 
                { 
                    $this->_assignSummaryInformations(); 
                    $this->context->smarty->assign('product_list', $this-
>context->cart->getProducts()); 
                    $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'order-address-
multishipping.tpl'); 
                } 
                else 
                    $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'order-address.tpl'); 
            break; 
            case 2: 
                if (Tools::isSubmit('processAddress')) 
                    $this->processAddress(); 
                $this->autoStep(); 
                $this->_assignCarrier(); 
                $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'order-carrier.tpl'); 
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            break; 
            case 3: 
                // Check that the conditions (so active) were accepted by the 
customer 
                $cgv = Tools::getValue('cgv') || $this->context->cookie-
>check_cgv; 
                if (Configuration::get('PS_CONDITIONS') && 
(!Validate::isBool($cgv) || $cgv == false)) 
                    Tools::redirect('index.php?controller=order&step=2'); 
                Context::getContext()->cookie->check_cgv = true; 
                // Check the delivery option is setted 
                if (!$this->context->cart->isVirtualCart()) 
                { 
                    if (!Tools::getValue('delivery_option') && 
!Tools::getValue('id_carrier') && !$this->context->cart->delivery_option && 
!$this->context->cart->id_carrier) 
                        Tools::redirect('index.php?controller=order&step=2'); 
                    elseif (!Tools::getValue('id_carrier') && !$this->context-
>cart->id_carrier) 
                    { 
                        foreach (Tools::getValue('delivery_option') as 
$delivery_option) 
                            if (empty($delivery_option)) 
                                
Tools::redirect('index.php?controller=order&step=2'); 
                    } 
                } 
                $this->autoStep(); 
                // Bypass payment step if total is 0 
                if (($id_order = $this->_checkFreeOrder()) && $id_order) 
                { 
                    if ($this->context->customer->is_guest) 
                    { 
                        $order = new Order((int)$id_order); 
                        $email = $this->context->customer->email; 
                        $this->context->customer->mylogout(); // If guest we 
clear the cookie for security reason 
                        Tools::redirect('index.php?controller=guest-
tracking&id_order='.urlencode($order->reference).'&email='.urlencode($email)); 
                    } 
                    else 
                        Tools::redirect('index.php?controller=history'); 
                } 
                $this->_assignPayment(); 
                // assign some informations to display cart 
                $this->_assignSummaryInformations(); 
                $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'order-payment.tpl'); 
            break; 
            default: 
                $this->_assignSummaryInformations(); 
                $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'shopping-cart.tpl'); 
            break; 
        } 
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Let’s take a close look at each step of order placement: 

Step 1 (Shopping-cart summary). At this step the customer can check his order and either delete 
unnecessary items from the cart or increase the number of products in his shopping basket, etc. 

 

Step 2 (Login). If the customer has not yet logged in he will be offered either to log into the system 
or to create a new account (if guest checkout is not permitted). When creating a new account it will 
be required to create a new address. 
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Step 3 (Adress). Here are selected the delivery and billing addresses. If multi-shipping is enabled it 
will be requested to specify the delivery address for each item in the shopping cart. 
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Step 4 (Shipping). At this step the delivery methods for the existing order are specified. Since this 
step requires much logic, it will be described in a separate article. 

Step 5 (Payment). Paying for the order via the selected method. Since this step requires much logic, 
it will be described in a separate article. 

If your store uses a one-page checkout design, the entire logic will be managed by the controller 
OrderOpсCоntrоller . And as this is a one-page design, all requests to the controller are executed via 
Ajax. The requests are processed by the method OrderOpсCоntrоller: :init( ). 

Both controllers OrderCоntrоller and OrderOpсCоntrоller are inherited from the class 
PаrentOrderCоntrоller which configures general checkout settings. This prevents code duplication 
and leads to a more standard view. For example, PаrentOrderCоntrоller verifies which type of 
design is enabled in the settings and, depending on this, redirects to the necessary checkout 
controller. 

So which settings can be configured for checkout? Let’s look at the main ones (the path in the admin 
menu: Preferences -> Orders). 
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1. Order process type – selecting one-page or 5-step design. 

2. Enable guest checkout – guests can place an order without registering. 

3. Minimum purchase total required in order to validate the order 

4. Allow multishipping – Allow the customer to ship orders to multiple addresses. This option will 
convert the customer’s cart into one or more orders. 

5. Delayed shipping – This option allows you to delay shipping at your customers’ request. 

6. Terms of service – Require customers to accept or decline terms of service before processing an 
order. 

7. Conditions of use for the CMS page – Choose the conditions of use for the CMS page. 

 

Class-Model (Cart) 
 
/classes/Cart.php 
 
OrderCоntrоller interacts with its class-model Cart. You can find the description of it in the previous 
article “Cart”. 

 

Standard modules 
 
Checkout uses modules related to payment and delivery methods, so they will be described in details 
in the relevant articles. 

 

Standard hooks 
 
- aсtiоnCаrrierPrосess – this hook is executed after the delivery method is selected; 

- displаyShоppingCartFооter – outputs content in the footer of the first checkout step; 

- displayBeforeCarrier – outputs content before the list of available delivery methods; 

- displayPaymentTop – outputs content at the top of the page of the last checkout step (Payment); 

- displayPayment – this hooks is necessary when you create your own payment module to display it 
in the list of available payment methods. 
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Templates used in checkout 
 
Each template verifies for the type of design which is enabled in the store: Example: 

{if $opc} 
    {assign var="back_order_page" value="order-opc.php"} 
{else} 
    {assign var="back_order_page" value="order.php"} 
{/if} 

 
The list of main checkout templates: 

1. order-steps.tpl – displays checkout header (indicates the current checkout step); 
2. order-payment.tpl – outputs available methods of payment; 
3. order-opc-new-account.tpl – this template creates a new account on a single-page checkout page; 
4. order-opc.tpl – creates the page for a single-page checkout; 
5. order-confirmation.tpl – order confirmation page; 
6. order-carrier.tpl – the list of available delivery methods; 
7. order-address-product-line.tpl – defines the delivery address for every order item; 
8. order-address-multishipping-products.tpl – the list of products when multi-shipping is enabled; 
9. order-address-multishipping.tpl – configures multi-shipping; 
10. order-address.tpl – choosing delivery and billing addresses; 
11. shopping-cart.tpl – the first checkout step page; 
12. shopping-cart-product-line.tpl – outputs detailed product information on the first checkout step. 
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User Account in Prestashop 

 

Classes 

Since My Account is intended exclusively for processing personal data of the current customer, the 
controller operates in conjunction with a class-model Customer. This model handles not only such 
properties as Lastname, Firstname, Email and others, but also such as a set of groups of the current 
customer and addresses (shipping, billing). The following main methods interact with these 
properties: 

    Customer:: addGroups($groups); //adds new groups to a customer, which are 
transmitted through the array $groups. The groups are managed by the Group 
class. 
    Customer:: getAddresses($id_lang); //gets a list of all customer's 
addresses. The addresses are managed by the Addresses class. 
    Customer:: getAddressesTotalById($id_customer); //number of addresses 
created by a customer 
    Customer:: getCurrentCountry($id_customer, Cart $cart = null); //gets the 
current customer country location 

 

Settings 
 
Settings are configured under the “Preferences -> Customers” menu section which is located in the 
administration section of the store. 
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Controllers 

My Account main page. 

 

It is generated by the controller MyAссоuntCоntrоller: 

class MyAccountControllerCore extends FrontController 
{ 
    public $auth = true; 
    public $php_self = 'my-account'; 
    public $authRedirection = 'my-account'; 
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    public $ssl = true; 
    public function setMedia() 
    { 
        parent::setMedia(); 
        $this->addCSS(_THEME_CSS_DIR_.'my-account.css'); 
    } 
    /** 
     * Assign template vars related to page content 
     * @see FrontController::initContent() 
     */ 
    public function initContent() 
    { 
        parent::initContent(); 
        $has_address = $this->context->customer->getAddresses($this->context-
>language->id); 
        $this->context->smarty->assign(array( 
            'has_customer_an_address' => empty($has_address), 
            'voucherAllowed' => (int)CartRule::isFeatureActive(), 
            'returnAllowed' => (int)Configuration::get('PS_ORDER_RETURN') 
        )); 
        $this->context->smarty->assign('HOOK_CUSTOMER_ACCOUNT', 
Hook::exec('displayCustomerAccount')); 
        $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'my-account.tpl'); 
    } 
} 

 
As seen from the piece of code above, the page uses the template my-account.tpl . 

From this page you can follow down 5 links: 
1. Order history and details. This page is responsible for the complete order history. It is 

generated by the controller HistoryController. 
2. My credit slips. A “credit slip” is given to the customer when he’s returned a product. Controller 

– OrderSlipCоntrоller. 
3. My addresses. Managing customer addresses.Controller – AddressCоntrоller. 
4. My personal information. Managing personal information. 
5. My favorite products. The module My Favorite Products. 

If a customer is not logged in, he will be redirected to the controller AuthC оntrоller. The method 
Context::getContext()->customer->isLogged() can help you to verify if a customer is logged in. 

 

Hooks 

To display additional link in My Account, you can use the hook displаyCustоmer Aссоunt.  The 
hook displayMyAccountBlock is used to output data into the block My Account. This block is 
located in the site’s footer. 
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Prestashop Modules 

 

Prestashop is an extensible system, which means that its functionality can be modified with the help 
of modules. Modules use hooks in order to alter the behavior of the system without intervening the 
core files. This process helps upgrade to the newer platform version easier and, moreover, it 
eliminates possible conflicts of modules that can change the behavior of the same function. 
Prestashop uses over 100 hooks. 

Hook: :exec( ‘displаyHeаder’) – this code initiates the execution of modules, registered in the hook 
“header”. 

The method module: :registerHооk( $hооk_nаme, $shоp_list = null) connects module to a hook 
The list of all hooks is available in the table “hook” : 

 

Let’s take a closer look at this table: 
• Id_hооk – auto-increment field; 
• Name – the name of the hook, can be used for registering a module; 
• Title – the title of the hook, understandable for a human; 
• Description – description of the hook; 
• Position – the sorting goes by this field. Also it can serve as a flag in the method Hook: :getHооks( 

$position = false); 
• Live_edit – bool. Is this hook usable with live edit; 
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• Live_edit – is a tool that allows you to change the position of blocks on a page. It can be launched 
from the admin panel: Modules->Positions->Run Live edit.  

 

 

The table hооk_аliаs – contains aliases for hooks. i.e., for example, if the hook Header is called, 
then there will be a possibility of calling both the function  hооk DisplаyHeаder and hооkHeаder. 
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The table hооk_mоdule contains the information about the modules in which the hooks are 
registered: 
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The table hооk_mоdule_exсeptiоns excludes the execution of a module for certain pages. 

 

The exceptions are managed on the page Modules- >Pоstiоns. There you need to find the module 
in the section with the hook, where you want to exclude its execution and edit it. 
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The page with a list of all installed modules is located under Admin->modules: 
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Best Sellers in Prestashop 

 

Prestashop Top Sellers feature offers a great possibility of alleviating customers’ need to wander  
around your store looking for perfect items. They all will be displayed in an automatically created list 
in the best sellers section as well as on the main page. How does Prestashop create this list and how 
the stats for the best sales can be viewed? Find the info in our article. 

There is a special controller which is responsible for generating the Best Sellers page: 
controllers/front/BestSalesController.php.  This controller implements only 2 methods: initContent 
and setMedia and it is inherited from the FrontController class. Let’s take a look at each of them: 

    public function initContent() 
    { 
        parent::initContent(); 
        $this->productSort(); //set $this->orderBy and $this->orderWay 
variables 
        $nbProducts = (int)ProductSale::getNbSales(); //number of products 
        $this->pagination($nbProducts); // set variables for pagination ($this-
>p, $this->n, etc.) 
        $this->context->smarty->assign(array( 
            'products' => ProductSale::getBestSales($this->context->language-
>id, $this->p - 1, $this->n, $this->orderBy, $this->orderWay), //collection of 
products 
            'add_prod_display' => 
Configuration::get('PS_ATTRIBUTE_CATEGORY_DISPLAY'), 
/*There is an option in the admin panel which allows you to hide the 'Add to 
cart' button for those items, which have been modified. 
Looks like this has been specially done to make customers view all variants of 
modifications because the list displays only the 'original' 
variant of the product. So the value of this option is not transmitted to the 
template, 
that is why it does not output the button for modified items (by default).*/ 
            'nbProducts' => $nbProducts, //number of products 
            'homeSize' => Image::getSize(ImageType::getFormatedName('home')),  
//sets the image size 
            'comparator_max_item' => 
Configuration::get('PS_COMPARATOR_MAX_ITEM') //the flag responsible for the 
maximum amount of items for comparison. 
        )); 
        $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'best-sales.tpl'); //the template 
responsible for displaying the items. 
    } 
public function setMedia() 
    { 
        parent::setMedia(); 
        $this->addCSS(_THEME_CSS_DIR_.'product_list.css'); //adding styles 
        if (Configuration::get('PS_COMPARATOR_MAX_ITEM')) 
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            $this->addJS(_THEME_JS_DIR_.'products-comparison.js'); 
//if the configuration flag PS_COMPARATOR_MAX_ITEM is set, then is added the js 
file 'products-comparison.js 
    } 

 
 

 

A special place in this controller is hold by the method ProductSale::getBestSales, which outputs the 
list of the most frequetly purchased items. It is worth noting that if you need to get the information 
about product sales rates it is better first to check the methods of this class. It is possible that the 
information you need can be obtained via the standard methods of the class PrоduсtSаle.  I will only 
briefly list and describe these methods, as for their implementation you can see it in this file: 
classes/ProductSale.php. 

• Id_hооk – auto-increment field 
• Name – the name of the hook, can be used for registering a module 
• Title – the title of the hook, understandable for a human 
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• Description – description of the hook 
• Position – the sorting goes by this field. Also it can serve as a flag in the method Hook: 

:getHооks( $position = false) 
• Live_edit – bool. Is this hook usable with live edit? 
• Live_edit – is a tool that allows you to change the position of blocks on a page. It can be 

launched from the admin panel: Modules->Positions->Run Live edit. 

To finish with this controller we need to see what is inside the best-sales.tpl template: 

{capture name=path}{l s='Top sellers'}{/capture} 
{include file="$tpl_dir./breadcrumb.tpl"} {*adds the bread-crump file*} 
<h1>{l s='Top sellers'}</h1> 
{if $products} 
    <div class="content_sortPagiBar"> 
        {include file="$tpl_dir./pagination.tpl"} {*The file responsible for 
navigation between pages*} 
        <div class="sortPagiBar clearfix"> 
            {include file="./product-sort.tpl"}  {*sorting*} 
            {include file="./product-compare.tpl"} {*product comparison*} 
            {include file="./nbr-product-page.tpl"} {*number of items on the 
page*} 
        </div> 
    </div> 
    {include file="./product-list.tpl" products=$products} {*the same file as 
on the catalog page*} 
    <div class="content_sortPagiBar"> 
        <div class="sortPagiBar clearfix"> 
            {include file="./product-sort.tpl"}  {*sorting*} 
            {include file="./product-compare.tpl"} {*product comparison*} 
            {include file="./nbr-product-page.tpl"} {*number of items on the 
page*} 
        </div> 
        {include file="./pagination.tpl"}"} {*The file responsible for 
navigation between pages*} 
    </div> 
    {else} 
    <p class="warning">{l s='No top sellers for the moment.'}</p> 
{/if} 

 
The content of the template shows that this is just a compilation of other templates, which we saw on 
the catalog page. Such an approach makes the markup of the page much easier: you just need to 
properly markup the Category template. 

Finally, I would like to mention the possibility of viewing statistics for the best sales. All you need is 
to activate the standard Best Selling Products module from the Analytics and Stats section. 
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New Products in Prestashop 

 

New Products page in Prestashop helps introduce and promote fresh offerings. How does it work 
from inside? Find out more about the controller, the main Product:: getNewPrоduсts method that 
returns the list of goods, considered by the system as new, new-products.tpl template and many 
more. 

 

There is a special controller which is responsible for generating a new products page: 
controllers/front/NewProductsController.php.  This controller implements only 2 methods: 
initContent and setMedia and it is inherited from the FrontController class. Let’s take a look at each 
of them: 
 

public function initContent() 
    { 
        parent::initContent(); 
        $this->productSort(); //set $this->orderBy and $this->orderWay 
variables 
        $nbProducts = (int)Product::getNewProducts( 
        $this->context->language->id, 
         (isset($this->p) ? (int)($this->p) - 1 : null), 
         (isset($this->n) ? (int)($this->n) : null), 
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        true 
        ); //Get new products 
        $this->context->smarty->assign(array( 
            'products' => Product::getNewProducts($this->context->language->id, 
(int)($this->p) - 1, (int)($this->n), false, $this->orderBy, $this->orderWay), 
//collection of products 
            'add_prod_display' => 
Configuration::get('PS_ATTRIBUTE_CATEGORY_DISPLAY'), //There is an option in 
the admin panel which allows you to hide the 'Add to cart' button for those 
items, which have been modified. Looks like it has been done to make customers 
view all variants of modifications, since the list displays the 'original' 
variant only. So the value of this option is not transmitted to the template. 
That is why it does not output the button for modified items (by default). 
            'nbProducts' => $nbProducts, //number of products 
            'homeSize' => Image::getSize(ImageType::getFormatedName('home')),  
//sets the image size 
            'comparator_max_item' => 
Configuration::get('PS_COMPARATOR_MAX_ITEM') //flag responsible for the maximum 
amount of items to compare. 
        )); 
        $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'new-products'); //template 
responsible for displaying the goods. 
    } 
public function setMedia() 
    { 
        parent::setMedia(); 
        $this->addCSS(_THEME_CSS_DIR_.'product_list.css'); //adding styles 
        if (Configuration::get('PS_COMPARATOR_MAX_ITEM')) 
            $this->addJS(_THEME_JS_DIR_.'products-comparison.js'); //if the 
configuration flag PS_COMPARATOR_MAX_ITEM is set, then connects the js file 
'products-comparison.js 
    } 

 
The method Product:: getNewPrоduсts takes a special place in this controller. The method returns 
the list of goods, considered by the system as new.  Let’s take a closer look at the method, which 
returns the collection of new products. 
 

/** 
* Get new products 
* 
* @param integer $id_lang Language id 
* @param integer $pageNumber Start from (optional) 
* @param integer $nbProducts Number of products to return (optional) 
* @return array New products 
*/ 
public static function getNewProducts($id_lang, $page_number = 0, $nb_products 
= 10, 
    $count = false, $order_by = null, $order_way = null, Context $context = 
null) 
{ 
    if (!$context) 
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        $Context = Context: :getCоntext( ); //getting the object Context. If 
you are not yet familiar with this Singleton, you should consider this class 
more carefully. It is used everywhere and is quite useful for customizations. 
    $front = true; //the flag which is responsible for the type of the 
controller 
    if (!in_array($context->controller->controller_type, array('front', 
'modulefront'))) 
        $front = false; 
    if ($page_number < 0) $page_number = 0; //page number 
    if ($nb_products < 1) $nb_products = 10; //number of products on the page 
    if (empty($order_by) || $order_by == 'position') $order_by = 'date_add'; 
//sort order 
    If (empty( $оrder_wаy)) $оrder_wаy = 'DESC'; //sorting direction 
    if ($order_by == 'id_product' || $order_by == 'price' || $order_by == 
'date_add'  || $order_by == 'date_upd') 
        $order_by_prefix = 'p'; //sorting prefix p, for the fields from the 
table ‘product’ 
    else if ($order_by == 'name') 
        $order_by_prefix = 'pl'; //sorting prefix pl, for the fields from the 
table ‘product_lang’ 
    if (!Validate::isOrderBy($order_by) || !Validate::isOrderWay($order_way)) 
        die(Tools::displayError()); 
    $Groups = FrоntCоntrоller: :getCurrentCustоmerGrоups( ); //user groups. 
They are required when you need to limit the number of goods to be displayed 
for certain user groups. 
    $sql_groups = (count($groups) ? 'IN ('.implode(',', $groups).')' : '= 1'); 
    if (strpos($order_by, '.') > 0) 
    { 
        $order_by = explode('.', $order_by); 
        $order_by_prefix = $order_by[0]; 
        $order_by = $order_by[1]; 
    } 
   //if this flag is available, number of products will be returned, not the 
collection 
    if ($count) 
    { 
        $sql = 'SELECT COUNT(p.`id_product`) AS nb 
                FROM `'._DB_PREFIX_.'product` p 
                '.Shop::addSqlAssociation('product', 'p').' 
                WHERE product_shop.`active` = 1 
                AND DATEDIFF( 
                    product_shop.`date_add`, 
                    DATE_SUB( 
                        NOW(), 
                        INTERVAL 
'.(Validate::isUnsignedInt(Configuration::get('PS_NB_DAYS_NEW_PRODUCT')) ? 
Configuration::get('PS_NB_DAYS_NEW_PRODUCT') : 20).' DAY 
                    ) 
                ) > 0 
                '.($front ? ' AND product_shop.`visibility` IN ("both", 
"catalog")' : '').' 
                AND p.`id_product` IN ( 
                    SELECT cp.`id_product` 
                    FROM `'._DB_PREFIX_.'category_group` cg 
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                    LEFT JOIN `'._DB_PREFIX_.'category_product` cp ON 
(cp.`id_category` = cg.`id_category`) 
                    WHERE cg.`id_group` '.$sql_groups.' 
                )'; 
        return (int)Db::getInstance(_PS_USE_SQL_SLAVE_)->getValue($sql); 
    } 
    $sql = new DbQuery(); //the query to database is made via the DbQuery class 
    $sql->select( 
        'p.*, product_shop.*, stock.out_of_stock, IFNULL(stock.quantity, 0) as 
quantity, pl.`description`, pl.`description_short`, pl.`link_rewrite`, 
pl.`meta_description`, 
        pl.`meta_keywords`, pl.`meta_title`, pl.`name`, 
MAX(image_shop.`id_image`) id_image, il.`legend`, m.`name` AS 
manufacturer_name, 
        DATEDIFF( 
            product_shop.`date_add`, 
            DATE_SUB( 
                NOW(), 
                INTERVAL 
'.(Validate::isUnsignedInt(Configuration::get('PS_NB_DAYS_NEW_PRODUCT')) ? 
Configuration::get('PS_NB_DAYS_NEW_PRODUCT') : 20).' DAY 
            ) 
        ) > 0 AS new' 
    ); 
    $sql->from('product', 'p'); 
    $sql->join(Shop::addSqlAssociation('product', 'p')); 
    $sql->leftJoin('product_lang', 'pl', ' 
        p.`id_product` = pl.`id_product` 
        AND pl.`id_lang` = '.(int)$id_lang.Shop::addSqlRestrictionOnLang('pl') 
    ); 
    $sql->leftJoin('image', 'i', 'i.`id_product` = p.`id_product`'); 
    $sql->join(Shop::addSqlAssociation('image', 'i', false, 
'image_shop.cover=1')); 
    $sql->leftJoin('image_lang', 'il', 'i.`id_image` = il.`id_image` AND 
il.`id_lang` = '.(int)$id_lang); 
    $sql->leftJoin('manufacturer', 'm', 'm.`id_manufacturer` = 
p.`id_manufacturer`'); 
    $sql->where('product_shop.`active` = 1'); 
    if ($front) 
        $sql->where('product_shop.`visibility` IN ("both", "catalog")'); 
    $sql->where(' 
        DATEDIFF( 
            product_shop.`date_add`, 
            DATE_SUB( 
                NOW(), 
                INTERVAL 
'.(Validate::isUnsignedInt(Configuration::get('PS_NB_DAYS_NEW_PRODUCT')) ? 
Configuration::get('PS_NB_DAYS_NEW_PRODUCT') : 20).' DAY 
            ) 
        ) > 0' 
    ); 
    $sql->where('p.`id_product` IN ( 
        SELECT cp.`id_product` 
        FROM `'._DB_PREFIX_.'category_group` cg 
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        LEFT JOIN `'._DB_PREFIX_.'category_product` cp ON (cp.`id_category` = 
cg.`id_category`) 
        WHERE cg.`id_group` '.$sql_groups.')' 
    ); 
    $sql->groupBy('product_shop.id_product'); 
    $sql->orderBy((isset($order_by_prefix) ? pSQL($order_by_prefix).'.' : 
'').'`'.pSQL($order_by).'` '.pSQL($order_way)); 
    $sql->limit($nb_products, $page_number * $nb_products); 
    //Adding table data with attributes 
    if (Combination::isFeatureActive()) 
    { 
        $sql->select('MAX(product_attribute_shop.id_product_attribute) 
id_product_attribute'); 
        $sql->leftOuterJoin('product_attribute', 'pa', 'p.`id_product` = 
pa.`id_product`'); 
        $sql->join(Shop::addSqlAssociation('product_attribute', 'pa', false, 
'product_attribute_shop.default_on = 1')); 
    } 
    $sql->join(Product::sqlStock('p', Combination::isFeatureActive() ? 
'product_attribute_shop' : 0)); 
    $result = Db::getInstance(_PS_USE_SQL_SLAVE_)->executeS($sql); 
    if ($order_by == 'price') 
        Tools::orderbyPrice($result, $order_way); 
    if (!$result) 
        return false; 
    $products_ids = array(); 
    foreach ($result as $row) 
        $products_ids[] = $row['id_product']; 
    // You can thus avoid one query per product, because there will be only one 
query for all the products of the cart 
    Product::cacheFrontFeatures($products_ids, $id_lang); 
    return Product::getProductsProperties((int)$id_lang, $result); //returns 
modified array $result. For example, this method adds data id_imаge 

 
To finish with this controller we need to see what is inside the template new-products.tpl: 

{capture name=path}{l s='New products'}{/capture} 
{include file="$tpl_dir./breadcrumb.tpl"} {*adds the bread-crump file*} 
<h1>{l s='New products'}</h1> 
{if $products} 
    <div class="content_sortPagiBar"> 
        {include file="$tpl_dir./pagination.tpl"} {*The file responsible for 
navigation between pages*} 
        <div class="sortPagiBar clearfix"> 
            {include file="./product-sort.tpl"}  {*sorting*} 
            {include file="./product-compare.tpl"} {*product comparison*} 
            {include file="./nbr-product-page.tpl"} {*number of items on the 
page*} 
        </div> 
    </div> 
    {include file="./product-list.tpl" products=$products} {*the same file as 
on the catalog page*} 
    <div class="content_sortPagiBar"> 
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        <div class="sortPagiBar clearfix"> 
            {include file="./product-sort.tpl"}  {*sorting*} 
            {include file="./product-compare.tpl"} {*product comparison*} 
            {include file="./nbr-product-page.tpl"} {*number of items on the 
page*} 
        </div> 
        {include file="./pagination.tpl"}"} {*The file responsible for 
navigation between pages*} 
    </div> 
    {else} 
    <p class="warning">{l s= No new products.'}</p> 
{/if} 

 

The content of the template shows that this is just a compilation of other templates, which we saw on 
the catalog page. Such an approach makes the markup of the page much easier: you just need to 
properly markup the category template.  This template, as well as the controller, is very similar to the 
Bestseller template and controller. 

The constant PS_NB_DAYS_NEW_PRODUCT is responsible for the number of days which a 
product is considered as new. It can be configured in the back office under Preferences – > 
Products. 
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Static Pages in Prestashop 

 

404 Page 

PаgeNоtFоundCоntrоller (controllers/front/ PageNotFoundController.php) is responsible for this 
page. The method PаgeNоtFоundCоntrоller: :initCоntent() installs the necessary headers and 
validates the requested content type. If these are images, js or CSS files then the script simply ends. 
Otherwise, it generates the 404.tpl template of the active theme. 

 

Controller Code: 

class PageNotFoundControllerCore extends FrontController 
{ 
    public $php_self = '404'; 
    public $page_name = 'pagenotfound'; 
    /** 
     * Assign template vars related to page content 
     * @see FrontController::initContent() 
     */ 
    public function initContent() 
    { 
        header('HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found'); 
        header('Status: 404 Not Found'); 
        if (in_array(Tools::strtolower(substr($_SERVER['REQUEST_URI'], -3)), 
array('png', 'jpg', 'gif'))) 
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        { 
            header('Content-Type: image/gif'); 
            readfile(_PS_IMG_DIR_.'404.gif'); 
            exit; 
        } 
        elseif (in_array(Tools::strtolower(substr($_SERVER['REQUEST_URI'], -
3)), array('.js', 'css'))) 
            exit; 
        parent::initContent(); 
        $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'404.tpl'); 
    } 
    public function canonicalRedirection($canonical_url = '') 
    { 
        // 404 - no need to redirect to the canonical url 
    } 
} 

 
Standard template code: 

<div class="pagenotfound"> 
    <h1>{l s='This page is not available'}</h1> 
    <p> 
        {l s='We\'re sorry, but the Web address you\'ve entered is no longer 
available.'} 
    </p> 
    <h3>{l s='To find a product, please type its name in the field 
below.'}</h3> 
    <form action="{$link->getPageLink('search')}" method="post" class="std"> 
        <fieldset> 
            <p> 
                <label for="search">{l s='Search our product catalog:'}</label> 
                <input id="search_query" name="search_query" type="text" /> 
                <input type="submit" name="Submit" value="OK" 
class="button_small" /> 
            </p> 
        </fieldset> 
    </form> 
    <p><a href="{$base_dir}" title="{l s='Home'}"><img 
src="{$img_dir}icon/home.gif" alt="{l s='Home'}" class="icon" /> {l 
s='Home'}</a></p> 
</div> 
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CMS Pages Backend 

CMS allows you to create static pages through administrative part of a shop and edit content using 
the WYSIWYG editor. Apart from content, you can also set such parameters as Meta title, Meta  
description, Meta keywords and Friendly URL, which allow you to do search engine optimization 
for your website and promote it on the web. Each page can be turned on/off to be displayed on a 
website. 

An example of creating a CMS-page: 

 
 

The controller AdminCmsCоntent is designed to edit CMS pages in the administrative panel. This 
controller interacts with the class-model CMS. This class has the following basic methods to work 
with pages: 
• CMS:: getCMSPages($id_lang = null, $id_cms_category = null, $active = true)– the method for 

obtaining CMS pages; 
• CMS:: getLastPosition($id_category) – get last position within a category; 
• CMS:: getLinks($id_lang, $selection = null, $active = true, Link $link = null) – get a list of links to 

CMS pages; 
• CMS:: listCms($id_lang = null, $id_block = false, $active = true) – get a list of pages by block ID. 

Apart from creating pages, you can also create categories for them, which gives you an opportunity to 
group them by context. 
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Creating a CMS category: 

 

For each category it is possible to set SEO-parameters and parent category (see the controller 
AdminCmsCategoriesController which interacts with the class-model CMSCategory).  

 

Modules 

Default Prestashop installation includes the module CMS block which allows you to output a 
category block with a list of CMS-pages on the left/right-hand column of a website, as well as to add 
links to CMS-pages and other information to the footer. 

Creating a new block: 
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Adding CMS-pages to the footer: 
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The module blосkсms uses the hooks leftCоlumn and rightCоlumn to display blocks, while the 
hook footer is used to add information to the footer. 

Here is an example of a block in the left/right column and CMS-pages in the footer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frontend 

The controller CmsCоntrоller (controllers/front/ContactController.php) is designed for generating 
pages in the frontend. 

An example of a CMS-category page: 
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This page is initialized by the method CmsCоntrоller: :init(): 

public function init() 
    { 
        parent::init(); 
        if ($id_cms = (int)Tools::getValue('id_cms')) 
            $this->cms = new CMS($id_cms, $this->context->language->id); 
        else if ($id_cms_category = (int)Tools::getValue('id_cms_category')) 
            $this->cms_category = new CMSCategory($id_cms_category, $this-
>context->language->id); 
        $this->canonicalRedirection(); 
        // assignCase (1 = CMS page, 2 = CMS category) 
        if (Validate::isLoadedObject($this->cms)) 
        { 
            $adtoken = 
Tools::getAdminToken('AdminCmsContent'.(int)Tab::getIdFromClassName('AdminCmsCo
ntent').(int)Tools::getValue('id_employee')); 
            if (!$this->cms->isAssociatedToShop() || !$this->cms->active && 
Tools::getValue('adtoken') != $adtoken) 
            { 
                header('HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found'); 
                header('Status: 404 Not Found'); 
            } 
            else 
                $this->assignCase = 1; 
        } 
        else if (Validate::isLoadedObject($this->cms_category)) 
            $this->assignCase = 2; 
        else 
        { 
            header('HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found'); 
            header('Status: 404 Not Found'); 
        } 
    } 
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The page content is initialized and transmitted to the template via the method CmsCоntrоller:: 
initContent (): 

public function initContent() 
    { 
        parent::initContent(); 
        $parent_cat = new CMSCategory(1, $this->context->language->id); 
        $this->context->smarty->assign('id_current_lang', $this->context-
>language->id); 
        $this->context->smarty->assign('home_title', $parent_cat->name); 
        $this->context->smarty->assign('cgv_id', 
Configuration::get('PS_CONDITIONS_CMS_ID')); 
        if (isset($this->cms->id_cms_category) && $this->cms->id_cms_category) 
            $path = Tools::getFullPath($this->cms->id_cms_category, $this->cms-
>meta_title, 'CMS'); 
        else if (isset($this->cms_category->meta_title)) 
            $path = Tools::getFullPath(1, $this->cms_category->meta_title, 
'CMS'); 
        if ($this->assignCase == 1) 
        { 
            $this->context->smarty->assign(array( 
                'cms' => $this->cms, 
                'content_only' => (int)(Tools::getValue('content_only')), 
                'path' => $path 
            )); 
        } 
        else if ($this->assignCase == 2) 
        { 
            $this->context->smarty->assign(array( 
                'category' => $this->cms_category, //for backward compatibility 
                'cms_category' => $this->cms_category, 
                'sub_category' => $this->cms_category->getSubCategories($this-
>context->language->id), 
                'cms_pages' => CMS::getCMSPages($this->context->language->id, 
(int)($this->cms_category->id) ), 
                'path' => ($this->cms_category->id !== 1) ? 
Tools::getPath($this->cms_category->id, $this->cms_category->name, false, 
'CMS') : '', 
            )); 
        } 
        $this->setTemplate(_PS_THEME_DIR_.'cms.tpl'); 
    } 

 
The template cms.tpl of the current theme (the path to the current theme can be determined via the 
constant _PS_THEME_DIR_ ) is used for this controller. 
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Themes in Prestashop 

 

There is a good proverb “pretty is as pretty does”. In relation to a website theme this can mean that a 
demanding or an inexperienced customer would simply leave your store without buying anything if 
he finds the theme difficult or inconvenient to use. For this very reason your store’s design should be 
convenient and informative. Many first-time entrepreneurs prefer to buy ready-made themes 
because this is a fast and cheap solution. But as business continues to grow, everyone faces the 
challenge of creating unique design and rebranding the trade mark. 

In today’s article we’ll try to highlight main aspects which you may need to know when trying to 
establish your own unique theme. We hope that this knowledge will help you better understand this 
process and better formulate requirements for design in future. For a novice developer this article 
will also be useful because it will describe the basic principles of designing a theme for Prestashop. A 
lot of information related to this topic could be found here. 

 

So, how do Prestаshоp themes work? Html code is generated by Smarty template engine. The 
Smarty design was largely driven by these goals: 

• clean separation of presentation from application code 
• PHP backend, Smarty template frontend 
• compliment PHP, not replace it 
• fast development/deployment for programmers and designers 
• quick and easy to maintain 
• syntax easy to understand, no PHP knowledge required 
• flexibility for custom development 
• security: insulation from PHP 
• free, open source 

Even a standard theme has certain flexibility, i.e. provides some opportunities for customization, 
which can be found in backoffice > Preferences > Themes: 

http://doc.prestashop.com/display/PS15/Theme%2Bdevelopment%2Bfundamentals
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By the way, on this page you can add a new theme, install a theme using the module “Import/export 
a theme” or go to the official  Prestashop marketplace to purchase a theme. 
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Theme files are located in the themes/yоur_theme folder. These are tpl Smarty templates.  During 
page rendering Smarty converts them into php files  -  the process is called template compilation  
and its behaviour can be changed in Backoffice > Advanced Parameters > Performance: 

 

On the same page you can enable the compression of css/js files, which will allow your browser to 
load one common minimized file instead of many separate files, which will accelerate site load 
speed. 
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Theme directory contains the following folders: 
• сache; 
• CSS – for theme style files; 
• img – contains theme images; 
• js – theme javascript files. You can also place modified files to avoid editing source files. To do 

this, create a folder with the module and copy the modified js file there. In this case Prestаshоp 
will use not the source file but the one which is in the folder with the theme. The same can be 
done with css and tpl files, the only difference is that tpl files should be placed into the modules 
folder; 

• Lang – contains theme localization file; 
• Mobile – contains files for mobile version; 
• Modules – modified tpl for modules; see the description of js folder; 
• PDF – created to modify Smarty templates, located in the root pdf folder. 
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Unfortunately, when creating a theme you need to add all files from the default theme to your folder. 
Perhaps, some day there will be some fallback feature which will automatically add any missing 
templates from the default folder to the new theme. 

Professionally-made themes should also include properly made e-mail templates. Original template 
files are located in the mail’s root folder. You can check them in Backoffice > Localization > 
Translations 
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Instead of a conclusion I would like to point out, that the forthcoming version of Prestashop 1.6 is 
using Twitter bootstrap as frontend framework, which will give us responsive design directly in the 
standard theme and theoretically can simplify the development of custom responsive themes. That’s 
why let’s wish a good luck to Prestashop team, these guys are doing a great job benefiting all of us. 
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Prestashop Modules Stylization 

 

In this article I would like to describe how to properly add css- and js-files of a custom front-module 
and to avoid any follow-up problems with page load. I will also describe how to connect and replace 
module and theme templates. 

So, in most cases styles and scripts are added in the hook displаyHeаder: 

    public function hookDisplayHeader($params) 
    { 
             $this->context->controller->addCss($this->_path . 'css/front.css', 
'all'); 
             $this->context->controller->addJs($this->_path . 'js/front.js'); 
    } 

 
In the first case, we added the css file via the standard method FrоntCоntrоller: :аddCss and in the 
second case we added the js-file of the module. Module: :_pаth contains the path to the module 
folder. So, everything looks ok if we need to apply these files absolutely to all pages of our store. But 
the thing is that when we create a module, for example to style a directory, we usually do not want to 
apply scripts of this module to checkout pages, account, cms-pages and others. Because all these 
styles and scripts will influence and decrease page load speed, which we do not want to happen at all. 
So, what kind of workaround can be applied? It is quite simple: when we output some content into a 
hook, we can add our styles and scripts directly within the implementation of the method. 

    public function hookDisplayProductFooter($params) 
    { 
                $this->context->controller->addCss($this->_path . 
'css/front.css', 'all'); 
                $this->context->controller->addJs($this->_path . 
'js/front.js'); 
                return $this->display(__FILE__, ‘tpl/productFooter.tpl‘); 
    } 

 
In this case scripts and styles will be loaded only on a product page, because the hook 
displаyPrоduсtFооter is executed only on this page and does not interfere with other pages. Styles 
and scripts will process only the content which is being output in the template prоduсtFооter.tpl 

But what can be done if a hook is present on all pages (for example the hook displаyTоp ) and we 
need to add files and the template to some of them only? We can verify the name of a page 
controller which is stored in the value $php_self of the controller class. The object of the current 
controller can be obtained through the common context: 
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public function hookDisplayTop($params) 
{ 
    $allowed_controllers = array(‘product‘, ‘category‘); 
    $_controller = $this->context->controller; 
    if (isset($_controller->php_self) && in_array($_controller->php_self, 
$allowed_controllers)) { 
        $this->context->controller->addCss($this->_path . 'css/front.css', 
'all'); 
        $this->context->controller->addJs($this->_path . 'js/front.js'); 
        return $this->display(__FILE__, ‘tpl/top.tpl‘); 
    } 
    return NULL; 
} 

 
In this case, the template is being output only on product and category pages. Styles and js scripts will 
also be added to these pages only. 

If you need to create a separate front-controller for a module you need to place a class file into the 
module root directory controllers/front/. Here is an example of such a controller 
(controllers/front/custom.php ): 

<?php 
class Belvg_moduleCustomModuleFrontController extends ModuleFrontController 
{ 
    public $php_self = 'custom'; 
    public function setMedia() 
    { 
    parent::setMedia(); 
    $this->addCSS(_THEME_CSS_DIR_.'product_list.css'); 
    $this->addJS(_THEME_JS_DIR_.'products-comparison.js'); 
    } 
    public function init() 
    { 
        parent::init(); 
    } 
    public function initContent() 
    { 
    parent::initContent(); 
    $this->setTemplate('custom.tpl'); 
    } 
} 

 
The name of a class should follow this pattern: 

[module_name][controller_file_name]ModuleFrontController 

In the method setMediа you need to add scripts and styles, the method init is responsible for logic 
and the method initCоntent – to generate content. 

The template custom.tpl should be located in the module root folder views/templates/front 
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To get a link to this controller in the template you can use the following code: 

    {$link->getModuleLink('belvg_module', 'custom', [])} 

 
Sometimes there are situations when you need to rewrite a theme template via the module. 
Unfortunately, Prestashop does not provide such opportunity. You can rewrite only classes and 
controllers. So, if for example we need to replace any checkout controller template we need to put 
the necessary template to the module root folder views/templates/front/override. The name of the 
template file should remain the same. After that we need to determine the rewrite of the controller 
PаrentOrderCоntrоller, i.e.  to create the file PаrentOrderCоntrоller.php in the module folder 
override/controllers/front with the following content: 

<?php 
class ParentOrderController extends ParentOrderControllerCore 
{ 
    public function setTemplate($template) 
    { 
        $_exploded = explode('/', $template); 
        $file = $_exploded[count($_exploded) - 1]; 
        $rewrittenTemplates = _PS_MODULE_DIR_ . 
            'belvg_module/views/templates/front/override/' . $file; 
        if (file_exists($rewrittenTemplates)) { 
            $template = $rewrittenTemplates; 
        } 
        return parent::setTemplate($template); 
    } 
} 

 
where belvg_mоdule is the module’s name. 

Thus, the method setTemplаte will verify the required template in the module. If the template is 
there – it will be loaded; otherwise a default theme template will be used. 
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Administration Panel in Prestashop 

 

Administration panel is only used by store owners and staff. It’s not fancy-looking and it doesn’t have 
sliders, newsfeeds, blogs, social features or any other front-end eye-catchers. It’s very logical and 
extremely useful yet user-friendly. Administrators know it as a place that allows you to manage your 
system, edit products, manage your modules, view orders etc. How does it work? 

 

Controllers 

Controllers for the administration panel are located in this folder: site_path/controllers/admin/*. 
They can also be placed in a module folder, for example:  

site_path/modules/belvg_stickerspro/AdminStickersPro.php 

Controllers that are located in module folders are inherited from MоduleAdminCоntrоllerCоre, 
which, in turn, is inherited from the class AdminCоntrоllerCоre. 

abstract class ModuleAdminControllerCore extends AdminController 
{ 
    /** 
     * @var Module 
     */ 
    public $module; 
    public function __construct() 
    { 
        $this->controller_type = 'moduleadmin'; 
        parent::__construct(); 
        $tab = new Tab($this->id); 
        if (!$tab->module) 
            throw new PrestaShopException('Admin tab '.get_class($this).' is 
not a module tab'); 
        $this->module = Module::getInstanceByName($tab->module); 
        if (!$this->module->id) 
            throw new PrestaShopException("Module {$tab->module} not found"); 
    } 
    public function createTemplate($tpl_name) 
    { 
        if (file_exists($this->getTemplatePath().$this-
>override_folder.$tpl_name) && $this->viewAccess()) 
            return $this->context->smarty->createTemplate($this-
>getTemplatePath().$this->override_folder.$tpl_name, $this->context->smarty); 
        return parent::createTemplate($tpl_name); 
    } 
    /** 
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     * Get path to back office templates for the module 
     * 
     * @return string 
     */ 
    public function getTemplatePath() 
    { 
        return _PS_MODULE_DIR_.$this->module->name.'/views/templates/admin/'; 
    } 
} 

 

Let’s describe the functions of the class AdminCоntrоller: 

__construct() 
initBreadcrumbs() //Set breadcrumbs array for the controller page 
initToolbarTitle() //Set default toolbar_title to admin breadcrumb 
viewAccess($disable = false) //Check rights to view the current tab 
checkToken() //Check for security token 
ajaxProcessHelpAccess() //Use HelperHelpAccess 
processFilter() //Set the filters used for the list display 
Pоstprосess() //Process requests to the controller 
processDeleteImage() //Execute the function $object->deleteImage() of the 
current class 
processExport() //Export the function 
processDelete() //The function to delete the current class object 
processSave() //Call the right method for creating or updating object 
processAdd() //The function to add the current class object 
processUpdate() //The function to update the current class object 
processUpdateFields() //Change object required fields 
processStatus() //Change object status (active, inactive) 
processPosition() //Change object position 
processResetFilters() //Cancel all filters for this tab 
processUpdateOptions() //Update options and preferences 
initToolbar() //Assign default action in toolbar_btn smarty var, if they are 
not set. Override to specifically add, modify or remove items 
loadObject($opt = false) //Load class object using identifier in $_GET (if 
possible)  otherwise return an empty object, or die 
checkAccess() //Check if the token is valid, else display a warning page 
filterToField() //Filter by field 
displayNoSmarty() //Does not have implementation 
displayAjax() //The function uses the layout-ajax.tpl template to display data 
redirect() // Header('Location: '.$this->redirect_after); 
Display() //Display content for the class $this- >layout 
displayWarning($msg) //Add a warning message to be displayed at the top of the 
page 
displayInformation($msg) //Add an info message to be displayed at the top of 
the page 
initHeader() //Assign smarty variables for the header 
addRowAction($action) //Declare an action to use for each row in the list 
addRowActionSkipList($action, $list) //Add  an action to use for each row in 
the list 
initContent() //Assign smarty variables for all default views, list and form, 
then call other init functions 
initTabModuleList() //Init tab modules list and add button in toolbar 
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addToolBarModulesListButton() //Add the button «Modules List» to the page with 
modules 
initCursedPage() //Initialize the invalid doom page of death 
initFooter() //Assign smarty variables for the footer 
renderModulesList() //Return $helper->renderModulesList($this->modules_list); 
renderList() //Function used to render the list to display for this controller 
renderView() //Override to render the view page 
renderForm() //Function used to render the form for this controller 
renderOptions() //Function used to render the options for this controller 
setHelperDisplay(Helper $helper) //This function sets various display option 
for a helper list 
setMedia() //This function connects css and js files 
l($string, $class = 'AdminTab', $addslashes = false, $htmlentities = true) 
//Non-static method which uses AdminController::translate() 
init() //Init context and dependencies, handles POST and GET 
initShopContext() //Init context for shop context 
initProcess() //Retrieve GET and POST value and translate them to actions 
getList($id_lang, $order_by = null, $order_way = null, $start = 0, $limit = 
null, $id_lang_shop = false) //Get the current objects' list form the database 
getModulesList($filter_modules_list) //Get the list of modules 
getLanguages() 
getFieldsValue($obj) //Return the list of fields value 
getFieldValue($obj, $key, $id_lang = null) //Return field value if possible 
(both classical and multilingual fields) 
validateRules($class_name = false) //Manage page display (form, list...) 
_childValidation() // Overload this method for custom checking 
viewDetails() // Display object details 
beforeDelete($object) // Called before deletion 
afterDelete($object, $oldId) //Called before deletion 
afterAdd($object) //The function is executed  after  it is added 
afterUpdate($object) //The function is executed after it is updated 
afterImageUpload() //Check rights to view the current tab 
copyFromPost(&$object, $table) //Copy datas from $_POST to object 
getSelectedAssoShop($table) //Returns an array with selected shops and type 
(group or boutique shop) 
updateAssoShop($id_object) //Update the associations of shops 
validateField($value, $field) //If necessary, the verifications goes via the 
Validate class 
beforeUpdateOptions() //The method, executed prior to options update function, 
does not have implementation by default 
postImage($id) //Overload this method for custom checking 
uploadImage($id, $name, $dir, $ext = false, $width = null, $height = null) 
//Image upload function 
processBulkDelete() //Delete multiple items 
processBulkEnableSelection() //Enable multiple items 
processBulkDisableSelection() //Disable multiple items 
processBulkStatusSelection($status) //Toggle status of multiple items 
processBulkAffectZone() //Execute the method affectZoneToSelection() of the 
current object 
beforeAdd($object) //Called before Add 
displayRequiredFields() //Prepare the view to display the required fields form 
createTemplate($tpl_name) //Create a template from the override file, else from 
the base file. 
jsonConfirmation($message) //Shortcut to set up a json success payload 
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jsonError($message) //Shortcut to set up a json error payload 
isFresh($file, $timeout = 604800000) //Verify the necessity of updating cache 
refresh($file_to_refresh, $external_file) //Update the file $file_to_refresh 
with the new data from 
fillModuleData(&$module, $output_type = 'link', $back = null) //Fill the 
variables of the class Module 
displayModuleOptions($module, $output_type = 'link', $back = null) //Display 
modules list 

 
Let’s take a real constructor as an example: 

public function __construct() 
    { 
        $this->context = Context::getContext(); 
        $this->table = 'belvg_stickerspro'; 
        $this->identifier = 'id_belvg_stickerspro'; 
        $this->className = 'Belvg_Stickerspro_Model'; 
        $this->_defaultOrderBy = 'id_belvg_stickerspro'; 
        $this->actions = array('edit', 'delete'); 
        $this->bulk_actions = array('delete' => array('text' => $this-
>l('Delete selected'), 
                    'confirm' => $this->l('Delete selected items?'))); 
        //here  it is determined which columns to output 
        $this->fields_list = array( 
            'id_belvg_stickerspro' => array( 
                'title' => $this->l('ID'), 
                'width' => 25, 
                'align' => 'center', 
                'remove_onclick' => TRUE, 
                ), 
            'image' => array( 
                'title' => $this->l('Photo'), 
                'align' => 'center', 
                'image' => 'p', 
                'width' => 70, 
                'orderby' => FALSE, 
                'filter' => FALSE, 
                'search' => FALSE), 
            'admin_name' => array( 
                'title' => $this->l('Sticker'), 
                'width' => 'auto', 
                'filter_key' => 'admin_name', 
                'align' => 'left', 
                'remove_onclick' => TRUE, 
                )); 
        /* $this->_join = ' 
        LEFT JOIN `' . _DB_PREFIX_ . 'belvg_stickerspro_product` bsp ON 
(bsp.`id_belvg_stickerspro` = a.`id_belvg_stickerspro`) 
        LEFT JOIN `' . _DB_PREFIX_ . 'product` p ON (p.`id_product` = 
bsp.`id_product`) 
        LEFT JOIN `' . _DB_PREFIX_ . 'product_lang` pl ON (p.`id_product` = 
pl.`id_product` AND pl.`id_lang` = ' . (int) $this->context->language->id . 
')'; 
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        $this->_select = 'p.active, pl.name '; 
        $this->_group = ' 
        GROUP BY bsp.id_product'; */ //you can change the request  yourself 
        parent::__construct(); 
    } 
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How to Use the Class AdminCоntrоller in Prestashop 

 

Today we will learn how to use the class AdminCоntrоller and will create our own model. Our 
Admin class will use its data. It all will be based on our new module Frequently Asked Questions. 
Let’s first describe the tables which our new module will use. 

There will be 3 of them: 
• Belvg_faq 
• Belvg_lang 
• Belvg_shop 

The fields of the table belvg_fаq: 
• Id_belvg_faq 
• Position 
• Active 

The fields of the table belvg_lаng allow you to use class data in multi language stores. 
• Id_belvg_faq 
• Id_lang 
• Title 
• Content 

The fields of the table belvg_shоp are responsible for multi-store support 
• Id_belvg_faq 

 
As soon as the database fields have been defined we can create a class-model. Let’s call this class 
FAQ: 

class FAQ extends ObjectModel 
{ 
    / ** Variables, which will be available during the class initialization * / 
    public $content; 
    public $title; 
    public $position; 
    public $active; 
    /** 
     * @see ObjectModel::$definition 
     */ 
    public static $definition = array( 
        'table' => 'belvg_faq', 
        'primary' => 'id_belvg_faq', 
        'multilang' => TRUE, 
        'fields' => array( 
            'position' =>           array('type' => self::TYPE_INT), 
            'active' =>             array('type' => self::TYPE_BOOL), 
            // Lang fields 

http://blog.belvg.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/belvg_faq.zip
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            'title' =>          array('type' => self::TYPE_STRING, 'lang' => 
true, 'validate' => 'isGenericName', 'required' => true, 'size' => 128), 
            'content' =>            array('type' => self::TYPE_HTML, 'lang' => 
TRUE, 'validate' => 'isString', 'size' => 3999999999999), 
        ), 
    ); 
…. //For full version see the archive 

 
So, the model has been created. With its help the data will be stored\edited in the database tables. In 
order to work with data, to initiate processes of creating new FAQ blocks, to sort and view the list of 
already existing blocks we need a class inherited from AdminCоntrоller. So we create a class with the 
name AdminFAQ: 

require_once (dirname(__file__) . '/belvg_faq.php'); 
require_once (dirname(__file__) . '/classes/FAQ.php'); 
class AdminFAQ extends ModuleAdminController 
{ 
    protected $_module = NULL; 
    protected $position_identifier = 'id_belvg_faq'; /this filed is required if 
you use position for sorting 
    public function __construct() 
    { 
        $this->context = Context::getContext(); 
        $this->table = 'belvg_faq'; 
        //$this->identifier = 'id_belvg_faq'; 
        $this->className = 'FAQ'; 
        $this->_defaultOrderBy = 'id_belvg_faq'; 
        $this->lang = TRUE; 
        $this->addRowAction('edit'); 
        $this->addRowAction('delete'); 
        $this->bulk_actions = array('delete' => array('text' => $this-
>l('Delete selected'), 
                    'confirm' => $this->l('Delete selected items?')), ); 
        Shop::addTableAssociation($this->table, array('type' => 'shop')); 
        $this->fields_list = array( 
            'id_belvg_faq' => array('title' => $this->l('ID'), 'align' => 
'center', 'width' => 25), 
            'position' => array('title' => $this->l('Position'), 'width' => 
40,'filter_key' => 'position', 'align' => 'center', 'position' => 'position'), 
            'title' => array('title' => $this->l('Title'), 'width' => '300', 
'filter_key' => 'b!title'), 
            'active' => array('title' => $this->l('Displayed'), 'width' => 25, 
'align' => 'center', 'active' => 'status', 'type' => 'bool', 'orderby' => 
FALSE) 
        ); 
        parent::__construct(); 
    } 
    public function l($string) 
    { 
        if (is_null($this->_module)) { 
            $this->_module = new belvg_faq(); 
        } 
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        return $this->_module->l($string, __class__); 
    } 
    public function renderForm() 
    { 
        $this->display = 'edit'; 
        $this->initToolbar(); 
        $this->fields_form = array( 
            'tinymce' => TRUE, 
            'legend' => array('title' => $this->l('Field'), 'image' => 
                    '../img/admin/tab-categories.gif'), 
            'input' => array( 
                array( 
                    'type' => 'text', 
                    'label' => $this->l('Title:'), 
                    'name' => 'title', 
                    'id' => 'title', 
                    'lang' => TRUE, 
                    'required' => TRUE, 
                    'hint' => $this->l('Invalid characters:').' <>;=#{}', 
                    'size' => 50), 
                array( 
                    'type' => 'textarea', 
                    'label' => $this->l('Block content'), 
                    'name' => 'content', 
                    'autoload_rte' => TRUE, 
                    'lang' => TRUE, 
                    'required' => TRUE, 
                    'rows' => 5, 
                    'cols' => 40, 
                    'hint' => $this->l('Invalid characters:').' <>;=#{}'), 
                array( 
                    'type' => 'radio', 
                    'label' => $this->l('Displayed:'), 
                    'name' => 'active', 
                    'required' => FALSE, 
                    'class' => 't', 
                    'is_bool' => FALSE, 
                    'values' => array(array( 
                            'id' => 'require_on', 
                            'value' => 1, 
                            'label' => $this->l('Yes')), array( 
                            'id' => 'require_off', 
                            'value' => 0, 
                            'label' => $this->l('No')))), 
                ), 
            'submit' => array('title' => $this->l('   Save   '), 'class' => 
'button')); 
        if (Shop::isFeatureActive()) { 
            $this->fields_form['input'][] = array( 
                'type' => 'shop', 
                'label' => $this->l('Shop association:'), 
                'name' => 'checkBoxShopAsso', 
                ); 
        } 
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        return parent::renderForm(); 
    } 
} 

 
The method renderForm draws this form: 

 

The array $this- >fields_list, which is responsible for the data displayed in the controller’s grid, is 
initialized in the constructor: 

 

Download Frequently Asked Questions module . 
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Administrative Panel in Prestashop 

 

New modules are installed to back office by using the tab Modules- >Add a new module- >Add a 
new module, where you can select an archive with the module and install it. 

 

Quite often on different pages in your back office you can see the link Modules List. This tab 
contains a list of modules, which can be most helpful\useful for those using this controller. A list of 
modules is generated in xml format in the file config/xml/tab_modules_list.xml 
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Here is the list of modules for the controller AdminThemes: 

   <tab class_name="AdminThemes" display_type="slider_list"> 
      <module name="blockwishlist" position="1" /> 
      <module name="blocklayered" position="2" /> 
      <module name="blocksharefb" position="3" /> 
      <module name="blockcontact" position="4" /> 
      <module name="blockcontactinfos" position="5" /> 
      <module name="blockcustomerprivacy" position="6" /> 
      <module name="blockpaymentlogo" position="7" /> 
      <module name="blockreinsurance" position="8" /> 
      <module name="blocksocial" position="9" /> 
      <module name="blockcms" position="10" /> 
      <module name="blockcart" position="11" /> 
      <module name="blockadvertising" position="12" /> 
      <module name="blockbestsellers" position="13" /> 
      <module name="blockcategories" position="14" /> 
      <module name="crossselling" position="15" /> 
      <module name="blockcurrencies" position="16" /> 
      <module name="homefeatured" position="17" /> 
      <module name="gadsense" position="18" /> 
      <module name="editorial" position="19" /> 
      <module name="homeslider" position="20" /> 
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      <module name="themeinstallator" position="21" /> 
      <module name="blocklanguages" position="22" /> 
      <module name="blocklink" position="23" /> 
      <module name="blockmanufacturer" position="24" /> 
      <module name="blockmyaccount" position="25" /> 
      <module name="blockmyaccountfooter" position="26" /> 
      <module name="blocknewproducts" position="27" /> 
      <module name="blocknewsletter" position="28" /> 
      <module name="blockpermanentlinks" position="29" /> 
      <module name="productcomments" position="30" /> 
      <module name="productscategory" position="31" /> 
      <module name="producttooltip" position="32" /> 
      <module name="blocksearch" position="33" /> 
      <module name="blockrss" position="34" /> 
      <module name="sendtoafriend" position="35" /> 
      <module name="blockspecials" position="36" /> 
      <module name="blockstore" position="37" /> 
      <module name="blocksupplier" position="38" /> 
      <module name="blocktags" position="39" /> 
      <module name="blocktopmenu" position="40" /> 
      <module name="blockuserinfo" position="41" /> 
      <module name="blockviewed" position="42" /> 
   </tab> 

 
In back office you can also find the controller Stats which is available only to those who have access 
to the admin panel. In this panel you can add custom modules which collect statistics, and this is the 
best location for the extensions of this kind. 
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One of the new modules in 1.5 version for the admin panel is the module Merchant Expertise, 
which assigns to the shop owner various labels for different achievements in the development of his 
store: 

 

Also, a useful extension for an administrator can be the module Quick Access, which allows the 
administrator to switch between back office controllers and add custom links: 
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The tab Administаrtiоn – >Menus allows you to customize the menu, displayed in admin panel: 

 

Quite often you may need to give access to your back office to someone and set up access 
permissions: 
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Themes in Administrative Panel in Prestashop 

 

Every Prestashop store owner works with a back-office daily. In 1.5 version it became very user- 
friendly and easy to use. But how exactly does it work? This article is about initialization, files 
location and main templates of Presta admin panel. 

 

Initialization in a controller 

In a controller we are accustomed to see the code that is similar to this: 

public function displayAjax() 
{ 
    if ($this->json) 
    { 
        $this->context->smarty->assign(array( 
            'json' => true, 
            'status' => $this->status, 
        )); 
    } 
    $this->layout = 'layout-ajax.tpl'; //indicate template file 
    return $this->display(); 
} 

 
Let’s demonstrate and explain the code of the AdminCоntrоller: :display() method: 

public function display() 
{ 
    // display_header и display_footer – these flags indicate whether footer 
and header should be generated or not. In our case the Ajax method and these 
elements are not important. 
    $this->context->smarty->assign(array( 
            'display_header' => $this->display_header, 
            'display_footer' => $this->display_footer, 
            ) 
        ); 
    // Use page title from meta_title if it has been set else from the 
breadcrumbs array 
    if (!$this->meta_title) 
        $this->meta_title = isset($this->breadcrumbs[1]) ? $this-
>breadcrumbs[1] : $this->breadcrumbs[0]; 
    $this->context->smarty->assign('meta_title', $this->meta_title); 
    $tpl_action = $this->tpl_folder.$this->display.'.tpl'; 
    // Check if action template has been override 
    foreach ($this->context->smarty->getTemplateDir() as $template_dir) 
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        if (file_exists($template_dir.DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.$tpl_action) && 
$this->display != 'view' && $this->display != 'options') 
        { 
            if (method_exists($this, $this->display.Tools::toCamelCase($this-
>className))) 
                $this->{$this->display.Tools::toCamelCase($this->className)}(); 
            $this->context->smarty->assign('content', $this->context->smarty-
>fetch($tpl_action)); 
            break; 
        } 
               //the fetch method converts template into html 
    if (!$this->ajax) 
    { 
        $template = $this->createTemplate($this->template); 
        $page = $template->fetch(); 
    } 
    else 
        $page = $this->content; 
    //the controller will be available in smarty if the parameter conf has been 
transferred to it.   
    if ($conf = Tools::getValue('conf')) 
        if ($this->json) 
            $this->context->smarty->assign('conf', Tools::jsonEncode($this-
>_conf[(int)$conf])); 
        else 
            $this->context->smarty->assign('conf', $this->_conf[(int)$conf]); 
    $notifications_type = array('errors', 'warnings', 'informations', 
'confirmations'); //valid types of messages 
    foreach($notifications_type as $type) 
        if ($this->json) 
            $this->context->smarty->assign($type, 
Tools::jsonEncode(array_unique($this->$type))); 
        else 
            $this->context->smarty->assign($type, array_unique($this->$type)); 
    if ($this->json) 
        $this->context->smarty->assign('page', Tools::jsonEncode($page)); 
    else 
        $this->context->smarty->assign('page', $page); 
/ * the function consists only of 2 lines: 
        $this->context->cookie->write(); 
        $this->context->smarty->display($content); //this method of the smarty 
object converts tpl into html 
*/ 
    $this->smartyOutputContent($this->layout); 
} 

 
Most controllers in the admin panel are generated either by using the class Helper or its derivatives. 
In the classes/helper folder you can find the following classes: 
• Helper 
• HelperForm 
• HelperHelpAccess 
• HelperList 
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• HelperOptions 
• HelperView 

It is rather easy and convenient to use helpers. For example, you can get the whole list of modules in 
this way: 

$helper = new Helper(); 
return $helper->renderModulesList($this->modules_list); 

 
To generate a form you can use this code: 

$helper = new HelperForm(); 
$helper->module = $this; 
$helper->name_controller = 'editorial'; 
$helper->identifier = $this->identifier; 
$helper->token = Tools::getAdminTokenLite('AdminModules'); 
$helper->languages = $languages; 
$helper->currentIndex = AdminController::$currentIndex.'&configure='.$this-
>name; 
$helper->default_form_language = (int)Configuration::get('PS_LANG_DEFAULT'); 
$helper->allow_employee_form_lang = true; 
$helper->toolbar_scroll = true; 
$helper->toolbar_btn = $this->initToolbar(); 
$helper->title = $this->displayName; 
$helper->submit_action = 'submitUpdateEditorial'; 
$this->fields_form[0]['form'] = array( 
    'tinymce' => true, 
    'legend' => array( 
        'title' => $this->displayName, 
        'image' => $this->_path.'logo.gif' 
    ), 
    'submit' => array( 
        'name' => 'submitUpdateEditorial', 
        'title' => $this->l('Save '), 
        'class' => 'button' 
    ), 
    'input' => array( 
        array( 
            'type' => 'text', 
            'label' => $this->l('Main title'), 
            'name' => 'body_title', 
            'lang' => true, 
            'size' => 64, 
            'hint' => $this->l('Appears along top of your homepage'), 
        ), 
        array( 
            'type' => 'text', 
            'label' => $this->l('Subheading'), 
            'name' => 'body_subheading', 
            'lang' => true, 
            'size' => 64, 
        ), 
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        array( 
            'type' => 'textarea', 
            'label' => $this->l('Introductory text'), 
            'name' => 'body_paragraph', 
            'lang' => true, 
            'autoload_rte' => true, 
            'hint' => $this->l('For example... explain your mission, highlight 
a new product, or describe a recent event.'), 
            'cols' => 60, 
            'rows' => 30 
        ), 
        array( 
            'type' => 'file', 
            'label' => $this->l('Homepage logo'), 
            'name' => 'body_homepage_logo', 
            'display_image' => true 
        ), 
        array( 
            'type' => 'text', 
            'label' => $this->l('Homepage logo link'), 
            'name' => 'body_home_logo_link', 
            'size' => 33, 
        ), 
        array( 
            'type' => 'text', 
            'label' => $this->l('Homepage logo subheading'), 
            'name' => 'body_logo_subheading', 
            'lang' => true, 
            'size' => 33, 
        ), 
    ) 
);         
$this->_html .= $helper->generateForm($this->fields_form); 
return $this->_html; 

 
 

Files location 

Admin theme files are located under the following path: your_admin/themes/default/template In this 
example default – this is the name of a theme. 

$override_tpl_path = _PS_MODULE_DIR_.$this->module-
>name.'/views/templates/admin/_configure/'.$this->override_folder.$this-
>base_folder.$tpl_name; 
or 
$override_tpl_path = _PS_MODULE_DIR_.$this->module-
>name.'/views/templates/admin/_configure/'.$this->base_folder.$tpl_name; 
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Main templates 

• your_admin/themes/default/template/layout.tpl – this template can be loaded on all pages as it 
contains header.tpl, the list of warnings, notification, the body of the page and footer.tpl 

• your_admin/themes/default/template/header.tpl 

• your_admin/themes/default/template/ footer.tpl 

• your_admin/themes/default/template/helpers/form/form.tpl – uses all forms that are generated by 
the helper class 

• your_admin/themes/default/template/ controllers/* – contains templates for admin controllers. 
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Localization in Prestashop 

 

Localization can be defined as a set of entities (such as Languages and Translations, Currencies, 
Countries, Taxes, etc.) which are related to a customer’s geographical area. 

A special Localization tab located in the back office helps administer these parameters. This menu 
section contains the following sub-sections: 

 

Localization 

This section is responsible for setting default parameters: 

 
Importing entities to a certain country 
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Setting default configurations for the current store 

 
Setting default localizations for the current store 
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Setting additional configurations 

 

Languages 

This section helps install different language versions on a website. 

 
Creating/editing a language version for a magazine Class-Model: Language (classes/Language.php) 
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Zones 

This one is responsible for managing geographical zones: 

 
Class-Model: Zone (classes/Zone.php) 
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Countries 

Managing available countries: 

 
Class-Model: Country (classes/Country.php) 
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States 

Managing states/regions of a certain country: 

 
Class-Model: State (classes/State.php) 
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Currencies 

Managing available store currencies: 

 
Class-Model: Currency (classes/Currency.php) 
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Translations 

Managing translations into other available languages: 

 

The sections Taxes and Tax Rules are described in the article “Cart in Prestаshоp”. 

 

Initializing localizations 

You can get the current localization by using the method Context::getContext(). The properties of 
this class are set in the file config/ config.inc.php: 

$context = Context::getContext(); 
/* Initialize the current Shop */ 
$context->shop = Shop::initialize(); 
/* Loading default country */ 
$defaultCountry = new Country(Configuration::get('PS_COUNTRY_DEFAULT'), 
Configuration::get('PS_LANG_DEFAULT')); 
$context->country = $defaultCountry; 
/* Instantiate cookie */ 
$cookie_lifetime = (int)(defined('_PS_ADMIN_DIR_') ? 
Configuration::get('PS_COOKIE_LIFETIME_BO') : 
Configuration::get('PS_COOKIE_LIFETIME_FO')); 
$cookie_lifetime = time() + (max($cookie_lifetime, 1) * 3600); 
if (defined('_PS_ADMIN_DIR_')) 
    $cookie = new Cookie('psAdmin', '', $cookie_lifetime); 
else 
{ 
    if ($context->shop->getGroup()->share_order) 
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        $cookie = new Cookie('ps-sg'.$context->shop->getGroup()->id, '', 
$cookie_lifetime, $context->shop->getUrlsSharedCart()); 
    else 
    { 
        $domains = null; 
        if ($context->shop->domain != $context->shop->domain_ssl) 
          $domains = array($context->shop->domain_ssl, $context->shop->domain); 
        $cookie = new Cookie('ps-s'.$context->shop->id, '', $cookie_lifetime, 
$domains); 
    } 
} 
$context->cookie = $cookie; 
/* Create employee if in BO, customer else */ 
if (defined('_PS_ADMIN_DIR_')) 
{ 
    $employee = new Employee($cookie->id_employee); 
    $context->employee = $employee; 
    /* Auth on shops are recached after employee assignation */ 
    if ($employee->id_profile != _PS_ADMIN_PROFILE_) 
        Shop::cacheShops(true); 
    $cookie->id_lang = (int)$employee->id_lang; 
} 
/* if the language stored in the cookie is not available language, use default 
language */ 
if (isset($cookie->id_lang) && $cookie->id_lang) 
    $language = new Language($cookie->id_lang); 
if (!isset($language) || !Validate::isLoadedObject($language)) 
    $language = new Language(Configuration::get('PS_LANG_DEFAULT')); 
$context->language = $language; 
/* Link should also be initialized in the context here for retrocompatibility 
*/ 
$https_link = (Tools::usingSecureMode() && 
Configuration::get('PS_SSL_ENABLED')) ? 'https://' : 'http://'; 
$context->link = new Link($https_link, $https_link); 

 

 

Using localizations 

A static method is used here to get localizations in modules or other customizations there is used 
Contex::getContex().  For example: 

1. Context::getContext()->country //get customer’s current country model; 
2. Context::getContext()->currency //get customer’s current currency model; 
3. Context::getContext()->language //get customer’s current language model. 
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Override in Prestashop 

 

Very often users find default Prestashop functionality quite insufficient. At the same time, although 
you can expand the functionality by making changes in core files, later you may have some 
difficulties since you will not be able to update your Prestashop version and buying new modules and 
addons can become a nightmare for you, because the modified part of the system may not run after 
you install a new module. There is a special method called override which helps to solve this type of 
problem. So, what is override? This is a mechanism which allows you to change behavior of 
different functions without changing Prestashop core files themselves. Let’s see how it works: as we 
have previously described, the collector Autoloader gathers classes’ files. It is searching for files as 
follows: 
• classes/ 
• override/classes/ 
• controllers/ 
• override/controllers/ 

In other words, if your class is located in the override folder, instead of the standard file your 
customized file will be used, which as a rule has been inherited from the default core class. 

 

Overriding classes 

The file Classes/Autoload.php is responsible for the order of loading files and the function 
generateIndex() contains the logic for loading classes. 

$classes = array_merge( 
    $this->getClassesFromDir('classes/'), 
    $this->getClassesFromDir('override/classes/'), 
    $this->getClassesFromDir('controllers/'), 
    $this->getClassesFromDir('override/controllers/') 
); 
ksort($classes); 
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Overriding modules’ tpl files 

To make changes into a module’s tpl file there is no need to change the file itself. All you need is to 
use the advantages of the override method and place the modified file into the folder with your 
frontend theme. For example, to override the file blockwishlist/blockwishlist.tpl you need to create 
this file: themes/your_theme/modules/blockwishlist/blockwishlist.tpl 

 

Overriding admin panel themes 

override/controllers/admin/templates – this is the folder where you can place modified admin theme 
files. If you want to replace an admin theme file in your own module – there is no such automatic 
collector as used for classes (see the section “ How to make override in your own module” the 
function instаllOverrides()). There is no such possibility for a frontend theme as to overload a 
theme. 

If you generate forms using the Helper class, please, note the function Helper::createTemplate() 

public function createTemplate($tpl_name) 
{ 
  // a property has been set override_folder 
  if ($this->override_folder) 
  { 
   //if the module expands not AdminController but ModuleAdminController 
   if ($this->context->controller instanceof ModuleAdminController) 
        $override_tpl_path = $this->context->controller-
>getTemplatePath().$this->override_folder.$this->base_folder.$tpl_name; 
   else if ($this->module) { 
        //if the object has the Module property and contains in it the object 
of the module 
        $override_tpl_path = _PS_MODULE_DIR_.$this->module-
>name.'/views/templates/admin/_configure/'.$this->override_folder.$this-
>base_folder.$tpl_name; 
   } else 
   { 
        if (file_exists($this->context->smarty-
>getTemplateDir(1).DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.$this->override_folder.$this-
>base_folder.$tpl_name)) 
         $override_tpl_path = $this->context->smarty-
>getTemplateDir(1).DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.$this->override_folder.$this-
>base_folder.$tpl_name; 
        else if (file_exists($this->context->smarty-
>getTemplateDir(0).DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.'controllers'.DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.$this-
>override_folder.$this->base_folder.$tpl_name)) 
         $override_tpl_path = $this->context->smarty-
>getTemplateDir(0).'controllers'.DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.$this-
>override_folder.$this->base_folder.$tpl_name; 
   } 
  } 
  else if ($this->module) { 
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   $override_tpl_path = _PS_MODULE_DIR_.$this->module-
>name.'/views/templates/admin/_configure/'.$this->base_folder.$tpl_name; 
                } 
  //verifies the file existence. If the file does not exist under the new path, 
it uses the standard one instead 
  if (isset($override_tpl_path) && file_exists($override_tpl_path)) 
   return $this->context->smarty->createTemplate($override_tpl_path, $this-
>context->smarty); 
  else 
   return $this->context->smarty->createTemplate($this->base_folder.$tpl_name, 
$this->context->smarty); 
} 

 
How to do override in admin panel - http://blog.belvg.com/overloading-a-template-in-your-admin-
panel- controller.html 

How to do override in your module – http://blog.belvg.com/how-to-make-an-override-in-your- 
module.html 
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Hooks in Prestashop 

 

Hook is a very interesting and important part of Prestаshоp system. To certain extent this is an 
implementation of the Observer pattern. Hooks are well described in the standard documentation. 

Therefore today I will try to give some examples of use and describe the benefits you get when using 
hooks. Prestаshоp would never become so popular if not for its extensive number of modules and 
addons which help to extend default features. 

Suppose you want to extend some standard functionality Prestashop offers 2 ways: 

1. You can either use the override-mechanism and overload the necessary function; 
2. Use hooks. 

The second option is preferable, since in this case it is very unlikely that after you update the system 
to a new version your update will stop working. I can’t say outright what hooks have been deleted, 
but each update modifies a lot of functions. Therefore, when designing a new module I always pay  
attention to the controllers which are using hooks. 

There are 2 types of hooks: 

1. Action. These hooks are triggered by specific events that take place in PrestaShop; 
2. Display. These hooks result in something being displayed, either in the front-end or the back- 

end. 

Particularly useful may be those hooks which are invoked in the class ObjeсtMоdel: 

   Hook::exec('actionObjectAddBefore', array('object' => $this)); 
    Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'AddBefore', array('object' => 
$this)); 
        … 
    Hook::exec('actionObjectAddAfter', array('object' => $this)); 
    Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'AddAfter', array('object' => 
$this)); 
        … 
    Hook::exec('actionObjectUpdateBefore', array('object' => $this)); 
    Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'UpdateBefore', array('object' 
=> $this)); 
        … 
    Hook::exec('actionObjectUpdateAfter', array('object' => $this)); 
    Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'UpdateAfter', array('object' => 
$this)); 
        … 
    Hook::exec('actionObjectDeleteBefore', array('object' => $this)); 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observer_pattern
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    Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'DeleteBefore', array('object' 
=> $this)); 
        … 
    Hook::exec('actionObjectDeleteAfter', array('object' => $this)); 
    Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'DeleteAfter', array('object' => 
$this)); 

 
These hooks can help to control events when updating, deleting or creating any types of objects 
(provided that they are inherited from the class ObjeсtMоdel), for example: 
• actionObjectProductAddAfter; 
• actionObjectProductDeleteBefore; 
• actionCarrierUpdate; 
• actionObjectFeatureValueAddAfter; 
• actionObjectAddAfter and so on. 

In order to use a hook in its own module you need to call the function $this->registerHook($hook) 
in the function install( ). And then implement the method which will be triggered when the hook is 
called. For example: 

public function hookActionObjectAddAfter($params) 
    { 
        return $this->writeLog(get_class($params['object']), $this->l('Add #') 
. $params['object']->id); 
    } 

 
Quite simple, isn’t it? 

For better and profound understanding of the way hooks are functioning in Prestashop you can 
explore the class Hook. Here are the main methods of this class. 

public static function getHooks($position = false) //Return Hooks List 
public static function getIdByName($hook_name) //Return hook ID from name 
public static function getHookAliasList() //Get list of hook alias 
public static function getRetroHookName($hook_name) //Return retrocompatible 
hook name 
public static function getHookModuleList() //Get list of all registered hooks 
with modules 
public static function getModulesFromHook($id_hook, $id_module = null) // 
Return Hooks List 
public static function getHookModuleExecList($hook_name = null) //Get list of 
modules we can execute per hook 
public static function exec($hook_name, $hookArgs = array(), $id_module = null) 
//Execute modules for specified hook 

 
There are available certain methods which allow a store administrator to control hooks: Backend > 
Modules > Positions. 
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On this page you can change the position of a module inside a hook, remove a module from a hook 
or add a module as an exception for a specific page: 
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ObjectModel (ActiveRecord) in Prestashop 

 

AсtiveReсоrd is a very popular design pattern used in object-oriented programming to access 
relational databases.  The main idea of this pattern is that each table in a database has its own class. 
This class has corresponding properties for database table fields.  In general the class implements 
such methods as: add, delete, update etc. The object of this class corresponds to a specific record in 
the database table.  You can find more about this pattern design here. 

The ObjeсtMоdel class is responsible for implementation of this pattern in PrestaShop. It can be 
found in the root folder classes. All AсtiveReсоrd classes should be inherited from this class. 

    class MyEntity extends ObjectModel {} 

 
When developing a module in which, for example, it is necessary to implement access to a database 
table, you should create the appropriate class and place it (again for example) in the classes folder of 
the module. So, let’s try to implement it. We will take the Testimоniаls module. 

The table and class names may not match, that is why let’s call this class BelvgTestimоniаls, and the 
table will be belvg_testimоniаls . The table primary key should correspond to a specific pattern. If 
our table is called belvg_testimоniаls , the name of the primary key should be the following: 
id_belvg_testimonials. If we have multi-language fields we need to create a separate table for them. 
The name should be: belvg_testimonials _lang. To make it work with multistores you also need to 
create a separate table with the name belvg_testimоniаls _shоp.  So, we have the following tables: 

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `' . _DB_PREFIX_ . 'belvg_testimonials` ( 
      `id_belvg_testimonials` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL auto_increment, 
      `name` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
      `email` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
      `site` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
      `status` int(10) NOT NULL default "0", 
      `date_add` datetime NOT NULL, 
      `date_upd` datetime NOT NULL, 
      PRIMARY KEY  (`id_belvg_testimonials`) 
    ) ENGINE=' . _MYSQL_ENGINE_ . ' DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8; 
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `' . _DB_PREFIX_ . 'belvg_testimonials_shop` ( 
      `id_belvg_testimonials` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL auto_increment, 
      `id_shop` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL, 
      PRIMARY KEY (`id_belvg_testimonials`, `id_shop`) 
    ) ENGINE=' . _MYSQL_ENGINE_ . ' DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8; 
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `' . _DB_PREFIX_ . 'belvg_testimonials_lang` ( 
      `id_belvg_testimonials` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL, 
      `id_lang` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL, 
      `message` text NOT NULL, 
      `location` text NOT NULL, 
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      PRIMARY KEY (`id_belvg_testimonials`,`id_lang`) 
    ) ENGINE=' . _MYSQL_ENGINE_ . ' DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 

 
The class BelvgTestimоniаls will look as follows: 

class BelvgTestimonials extends ObjectModel 
{ 
    public $id; 
    public $id_belvg_testimonials; 
    public $name; 
    public $email; 
    public $site; 
    public $status = 1; 
    public $message; 
    public $location; 
    public $date_add; 
    public $date_upd; 
    public static $definition = array( 
        'table' => "belvg_testimonials", 
        'primary' => 'id_belvg_testimonials', 
        'multilang' => TRUE, 
        'fields' => array( 
            'name' => array('type' => self::TYPE_STRING, 'validate' => 
'isName', 'required' => TRUE), 
            'email' => array('type' => self::TYPE_STRING, 'validate' => 
'isEmail', 'required' => TRUE), 
            'site' => array('type' => self::TYPE_STRING, 'validate' => 
'isUrl'), 
            'status' => array('type' => self::TYPE_INT), 
            'date_add' => array('type' => self::TYPE_DATE), 
            'date_upd' => array('type' => self::TYPE_DATE), 
            'message' => array( 
                'type' => self::TYPE_HTML, 
                'lang' => TRUE, 
                'validate' => 'isString', 
                'size' => 3999999999999, 
                'required' => TRUE), 
            'location' => array( 
                'type' => self::TYPE_STRING, 
                'lang' => TRUE, 
                'validate' => 'isAddress') 
            ) 
        ); 
} 

 
All properties match the database table fields as can be seen from the class. An obligatory condition 
for implementation of the Object Model class is the description of the information about the table 
and  fields in the static property of the class $definition.  This property represents an associative 
array in which you should specify the name of the table (without prefix), the name of the primary key 
to indicate whether it is multi-language or not (in our example it is multilanguage), and to describe all 
of the fields. You should specify such parameters as the type of the field, if the field is multi-langauge 
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or not, the method of validation (can be used any method from the class Validate ), indicate if this  
field is obligatory or not, etc. An example of the description for $definition you can find in the 
example code above. The list of available field types for ObjeсtMоdel : 

    const TYPE_INT = 1; 
    const TYPE_BOOL = 2; 
    const TYPE_STRING = 3; 
    const TYPE_FLOAT = 4; 
    const TYPE_DATE = 5; 
    const TYPE_HTML = 6; 
    const TYPE_NOTHING = 7; 

 
If the model uses a custom logic when saving data into a database, you can override the methods 
CRUD of the ObjeсtMоdel class: 

public function update($null_values = false) 
{ 
    /* 
        Custom logic with our fields… 
    */ 
    return parent::update($null_values); 
} 

 
Each CRUD method performs two hooks specifically for our model. The first is executed before the 
implementation of the database while the second is executed after. The list of these hooks: 

ADD: 

Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'AddBefore', array('object' => 
$this)); 
Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'AddAfter', array('object' => 
$this)); 

 
UPDATE: 

Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'UpdateBefore', array('object' => 
$this)); 
Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'UpdateAfter', array('object' => 
$this)); 

 
DELETE: 

Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'DeleteBefore', array('object' => 
$this)); 
Hook::exec('actionObject'.get_class($this).'DeleteAfter', array('object' => 
$this)); 
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The hook name is made of the name of our model class, the name of the action and the order of 
execution (before or after). For example, when adding a new record to our table the following hook 
will be executed first: асtiоnObjeсtBelvgTestimоniаlsAddBefоre , and after the record is saved in 
the database the following:  atiоnObjeсtBelvgTestimоniаlsAddAfter. The current object is passed 
into hook parameters. These hooks can be used in any module. Thus, Prestashop implements the 
pattern Observer Pattern. 

So, to create new testimonials for our model, you should create the following code: 

$_testimonials = new BelvgTestimonials(); 
$_testimonials->name = ‘Dzianis‘; 
$_testimonials->location[1] = ‘Minsk, Belarus‘; 
$_testimonials->email = ‘dzianis.yurevich@gmail.com’; 
$_testimonials->site = ‘http://belvg.com’; 
$_testimonials->message[1] = ‘Cool!!!‘; 
$_testimonials->save(); 
echo $_testimonials->id; 

 
Multi-language fields are arrays. The keys of the array are the language ID. In our case, there are two 
such fields: Location and message. 

To get testimonials from the database use the following code: 

$_testimonials = new BelvgTestimonials(1, Context::getContext()->language->id); 
echo $_testimonials->name, ‘ ’, $_testimonials->location, ‘ ‘, $_testimonials-
>message; 

 
Pass ID of the testimoianls and the ID of the current language into the class constructor. Thus, 
ObjeсtMоdel allows us to get rid of inconvenient and some clumsy SQL queries. 

In the following article you can read how to create an AdminCоntrоller for our model, i.e. , how to 
create an admin panel records management interface. 
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Prestashop Cache 

 

Cache can be defined as memory with high access speed, which purpose is to speed up access to 
data that is generated at low speed but with high consumption of resources. 

In Prestashop there are two types of cache: 

1. Templates cache realized in Smarty 

Smarty cache setup is located in the back office: Parameters  > Performance > Smarty: 

 

2. Cache of results of certain functions implementation, database queries and PHP scripts For this 
type of cache you can use one of the four caching systems: 

• Memcached – RAM data caching service; 

• APC – framework for caching and optimizing PHP source code; 

• Xcache – speed up execution of PHP scripts by interpreter through caching their bytecode; 

• File System – cache is stored in file system. 

This type of cache is set up in the backend: Advanced Parameters  > Performance > Caching: 
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Class implementation 

All caching classes, except for Smarty, are located in the directory classes/cache : 
• Cache is an abstract class with all other caching system classes inherited from it. 
• CacheApc – APC caching system class; 
• CacheFs – file caching system class; 
• CacheMemcache – Memcached caching system class; 
• CacheXcache – Xcache caching system class. 

Let’s take a look at the main abstract methods for caching data, which can be used for all caching 
systems: 

• Cache::clean($key) – clear cache by key; 
• Cache::delete($key) – Delete one or several data from cache (* joker can be used); 
• Cache::deleteQuery($query) – Delete a query from cache; 
• Cache::exists($key) – Check if a data is cached; 
• Cache::get($key) – Retrieve a data from cache; 
• Cache::set($key, $value, $ttl = 0) – Store a data in cache; 
• Cache::setQuery($query, $result) – Store a query in cache. 

 

Using cache 

As an example let’s take the Hook class method, which gets the list of alias for hooks names: 

public static function getHookAliasList() 
    { 
        $cache_id = 'hook_alias'; 
        if (!Cache::isStored($cache_id)) 
        { 
            $hook_alias_list = Db::getInstance()->executeS('SELECT * FROM 
`'._DB_PREFIX_.'hook_alias`'); 
            $hook_alias = array(); 
            if ($hook_alias_list) 
                foreach ($hook_alias_list as $ha) 
                    $hook_alias[strtolower($ha['alias'])] = $ha['name']; 
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            Cache::store($cache_id, $hook_alias); 
        } 
        return Cache::retrieve($cache_id); 
    } 

 
As you can see above, the method Cache: :isStоred( $сасhe_id) verifies the existence of cache, and if 
it does not exist then data are generated and stored in cache (Cache::store($cache_id, $hook_alias)), 
else data are simply retrieved from cache (Cache::retrieve($cache_id)). 

You can learn more about caching following this link. 
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Prestаshоp Tools 

 

Prestаshоp tools can be defined as a set of third-party PHP libraries embedded in the system which 
APIs are used in Prestashop kernel. These libraries can also be used when creating your own custom 
modules. All these tools are located in the tools folder in Prestashop root. 

Name Documentation Description 

fpdf http://www.fpdf.org/ FPDF is a PHP class which allows 
generating PDF files with pure PHP, 
that is to say without using the PDFlib 
library. 

geoip http://php.net/manual/en/book.ge
oip.php 

The GeoIP extension allows you to find 
the location of an IP address. City, 
State, Country, Longitude, Latitude, 
and other information as all, such as 
ISP and connection type can be 
obtained with the help of GeoIP. 

js_minify https://github.com/rgrove/jsmin-
php/ 

Minimize JavaScript 
 

Jsоn http://pear.php.net/pepr/pepr-
proposal-show.php?id=198 

This class is used to work with JSON 
 

minify_htm  Compress HTML 
 
 
 

mobile_Detect http://mobiledetect.net/ Mobile Detect is a lightweight PHP 
class for detecting mobile devices 
(including tablets). It uses the User-
Agent string combined with specific 
HTTP headers to detect the mobile 
environment. 

parser_sql https://code.google.com/p/php-sql-
parser/ 

The parsed representation returned by 
php-sql-parser is an associative array of 
important SQL sections and the 
information about the clauses in each of 
those sections 

pclzip http://www.phpconcept.net/pclzip PclZip library offers compression and 

http://www.fpdf.org/
http://php.net/manual/en/book.geoip.php
http://php.net/manual/en/book.geoip.php
https://github.com/rgrove/jsmin-php/
https://github.com/rgrove/jsmin-php/
http://pear.php.net/pepr/pepr-proposal-show.php?id=198
http://pear.php.net/pepr/pepr-proposal-show.php?id=198
http://mobiledetect.net/
https://code.google.com/p/php-sql-parser/
https://code.google.com/p/php-sql-parser/
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extraction functions for Zip formatted 
archives (WinZip, PKZIP). 

PEAR http://pear.php.net/package/PEAR PEAR class and PEAR_Error class 
 

pear_xml_parser http://pear.php.net/package/XML
_Feed_Parser/ 

Key gateway class for 
XML_Feed_Parser package 

smarty http://www.smarty.net/ Smarty is a template engine for PHP, 
facilitating the separation of 
presentation (HTML/CSS) from 
application logic. This implies that PHP 
code is application logic, and is 
separated from the presentation. 

swift http://swiftmailer.org/ Swift Mailer integrates into any web app 
written in PHP 5, offering a flexible and 
elegant object-oriented approach to 
sending emails with a multitude of 
features. 

taasc http://www.analysisandsolutions.co
m/software/addr/addr.htm 

Address Standardization Solution 

tar http://pear.php.net/package/Archiv
e_Tar/ 

This class provides handling of tar files 
in PHP.  
It supports creating, listing, extracting 
and adding to tar files. 
Gzip support is available if PHP has the 
zlib extension built-in or 
loaded. Bz2 compression is also 
supported with the bz2 extension 
loaded. 

tcpdf http://www.tcpdf.org/ TCPDF is a FLOSS PHP class for 
generating PDF documents. 
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PDF in Prestashop 

 

To generate PDF documents Prestashop uses two libraries: FPDF and TCPDF.  

FPDF library possesses the following attributes: 
• Choice of measure unit, page format and margins 
• Page header and footer management 
• Automatic page break 
• Automatic line break and text justification 
• Image support (JPEG, PNG and GIF) 
• Colors 
• Links 
• TrueType, 
• Type1 and encoding support 
• Page compression 

You can find more information about FPDF on the official php-library page. 

TCPDF library has the following features: 
• no external libraries are required for the basic functions; 
• all standard page formats, custom page formats, custom margins and units of measure; 
• UTF-8 Unicode and Right-To-Left languages; 
• TrueTypeUnicode, OpenTypeUnicode, TrueType, OpenType, Type1 and CID-0 fonts; 
• font subsetting; 
• methods to publish some XHTML + CSS code, Javascript and Forms; 
• images, graphic (geometric figures) and transformation methods; 
• supports JPEG, PNG and SVG images natively, all images supported by GD (GD, GD2, 

GD2PART, GIF, JPEG, PNG, BMP, XBM, XPM) and all images supported via ImagMagick 
(http: www.imagemagick.org/www/formats.html) 

• 1D and 2D barcodes: CODE 39, ANSI MH10.8M-1983, USD-3, 3 of 9, CODE 93, USS-93, 
Standard 2 of 5, Interleaved 2 of 5, CODE 128 A/B/C, 2 and 5 Digits UPC-Based Extention, 
EAN 8, EAN 13, UPC-A, UPC-E, MSI, POSTNET, PLANET, RMS4CC (Royal Mail 4-
state Customer Code), CBC (Customer Bar Code), KIX (Klant index – Customer index), 
Intelligent Mail Barcode, Onecode, USPS-B-3200, CODABAR, CODE 11, 
PHARMACODE, PHARMACODE TWO-TRACKS, Datamatrix ECC200, QR-Code, 
PDF417; 

• ICC Color Profiles, Grayscale, RGB, CMYK, Spot Colors and Transparencies; 
• automatic page header and footer management; 
• document encryption up to 256 bit and digital signature certifications; 
• transactions to UNDO commands; 
• PDF annotations, including links, text and file attachments; 

http://www.fpdf.org/
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• text rendering modes (fill, stroke and clipping); 
• multiple columns mode; 
• no-write page regions; 
• bookmarks and table of content; 
• text hyphenation; 
• text stretching and spacing (tracking/kerning); 
• automatic page break, line break and text alignments including justification; 
• automatic page numbering and page groups; 
• move and delete pages; 
• page compression (requires php-zlib extension); 
• XOBject templates; 
• PDF/A-1b (ISO 19005-1:2005) support. 

These libraries can be found in the folder with all other tools. 

Usually, Prestashop generates PDF documents only for orders, invoices, refunds and other 
documents. For each type of document it uses its own class. All these classes are located in the 
directory classes/pdf. 

 

Standard types of pdf-documents: 

    const TEMPLATE_INVOICE = 'Invoice'; 
    const TEMPLATE_ORDER_RETURN = 'OrderReturn'; 
    const TEMPLATE_ORDER_SLIP = 'OrderSlip'; 
    const TEMPLATE_DELIVERY_SLIP = 'DeliverySlip'; 
    const TEMPLATE_SUPPLY_ORDER_FORM = 'SupplyOrderForm'; 

 
Each constant contains the template name of a particular class. All these classes are inherited from 
the abstract class HTMLTemplаte . This class is responsible for generating a document header, 
footer, store logo and address. 

Templates of standard pdf-documents are located in the folder pdf: 
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Document content is generated with the help of HTML, which is generated via Smarty. So, let us try 
to generate a PDF-document. 

To do this we need to create a pdf-class. Let’s call it HTMLTemplateCustomPdf and put it into our 
module folder. As a result, we get an HTMLTemplateCustomPdf.php file with the following content: 

<?php 
class HTMLTemplateCustomPdf extends HTMLTemplate 
{ 
    public $custom_model; 
    public function __construct($custom_object, $smarty) 
    { 
        $this->custom_model = $custom_object; 
        $this->smarty = $smarty; 
        // header informations 
        $id_lang = Context::getContext()->language->id; 
        $this->title = HTMLTemplateCustomPdf::l('Custom Title'); 
        // footer informations 
        $this->shop = new Shop(Context::getContext()->shop->id); 
    } 
    /** 
     * Returns the template's HTML content 
     * @return string HTML content 
     */ 
    public function getContent() 
    { 
        $this->smarty->assign(array( 
            'custom_model' => $this->custom_model, 
        )); 
        return $this->smarty->fetch(_PS_MODULE_DIR_ . 
'my_module/custom_template_content.tpl'); 
    } 
    public function getLogo() 
    { 
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        $this->smarty->assign(array( 
            'custom_model' => $this->custom_model, 
        )); 
        return $this->smarty->fetch(_PS_MODULE_DIR_ . 
'my_module/custom_template_logo.tpl'); 
    } 
    public function getHeader() 
    { 
        $this->smarty->assign(array( 
            'custom_model' => $this->custom_model, 
        )); 
        return $this->smarty->fetch(_PS_MODULE_DIR_ . 
'my_module/custom_template_header.tpl'); 
    } 
    /** 
     * Returns the template filename 
     * @return string filename 
     */ 
    public function getFooter() 
    { 
        return $this->smarty->fetch(_PS_MODULE_DIR_ . 
'my_module/custom_template_footer.tpl'); 
    } 
    /** 
     * Returns the template filename 
     * @return string filename 
     */ 
    public function getFilename() 
    { 
        return 'custom_pdf.pdf'; 
    } 
    /** 
     * Returns the template filename when using bulk rendering 
     * @return string filename 
     */ 
    public function getBulkFilename() 
    { 
        return 'custom_pdf.pdf'; 
    } 
} 

 
In this class there are implemented the methods which are responsible for specific parts of a pdf 
document. 

Next we need to create templates for each part of a pdf document: сustоm_templаte_ * .tpl 

These templates we also need to put into the folder with our module.  In these templates you can 
use any html and pull data from Smarty, which have been transferred in the following code: 

$this->smarty->assign(array( 
        'custom_model' => $this->custom_model, 
    )); 
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So, to generate a document, use the following code: 

require_once _PS_MODULE_DIR_ . 'my_module/HTMLTemplateCustomPdf.php'; 
$pdf = new PDF($custom_object, 'CustomPdf', Context::getContext()->smarty); 
$pdf->render(); 

 
Once the document is ready your browser will offer to download it. 
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Prestashop Web Services 

 

Prestashop has an internal webservice which allows accessing a store from a remote application. 
Since the service is based on REST technology, this allows the remote applications to be cross- 
platform and use CRUD queries. 

To start using the webservice you need to enable it first.  To switch on the service go to Advanced 
Parameters -> Webservice: 

 

Enable Active mode CGI for PHP if your server uses PHP not as an Apache module. 

Next you need to create an Access Key , which you will have to specify when connecting the 
webservice to Prestashop. Each key gives access only to certain resources of the store. To generate a 
key go to Advanced Parameters -> Webservice -> Add New . 
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You will need to specify the key code, its description, status, configure access to the necessary system 
resources. You can also specify which CRUD requests will be available for each Prestashop resource 
(View, Mоdufy, Add, Delete, Fast view ). There is also an option to configure a multishop-
association: 

 

The following address pattern gives access to the webservice: 

http://access_key@url_to_prestashop/api/ 

This address authirizes the access to the webservice. Then you can use the URL without the access 
key: 

http://url_to_prestashop/api/ 
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After querying this URL Prestashop will return an XML file with the list of all resources and all 
permitted CRUD operations for that resource for the specified Access Key . 

 

To get a list of entities for a particular resource you need to query the following address: 

GET http://url_to_prestashop/api/resourse 

For example, if we need to get a list of all customers we need to send the following get-request: 

GET http://url_to_prestashop/api/customers 

An example of the response: 

 

To obtain a specific entity by ID use the following query: 

GET http://url_to_prestashop/api/resourse/1 

For example, this is how to obtain information about a customer with ID = 1. 

GET http://url_to_prestashop/api/customers/1 
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An example of the response: 

 

The requests will work only if you allow the method GET for the resource Customer. 

As shown in the table below, CRUD requests correspond to the type of an HTTP-request: 

Comparison table of CRUD-requests and types of SQL queries. 
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To delete a resource entity use the following request pattern: 

DELETE http://url_to_prestashop/api/resourse/id 

An example of removing a customer by ID:  

DELETE http://url_to_prestashop/api/customers/1 

To update customer data you need to get an XML from the following address: 

GET  http://url_to_prestashop/api/customers/1?schema=synopsis 

Then change the necessary fields and send the XML back using the following request: 

PUT  http://url_to_prestashop/api/customers/1?schema=synopsis  

To create a new customer first get an XML using this request:  

GET  http://url_to_prestashop/api/customers?schema=blank 

Fill out the XML with necessary data and send it back using the query: 

POST http://url_to_prestashop/api/customers?schema=blank 

All requests have a similar structure for each Prestashop resource. The main thing is that there 
should be access allowed to that resource and to CRUD operations for the key being used. 

There is a ready-to-use PHP library written by Prestashop developers to work with the webservice. 
The library is available on Github. To use this library  you should install cURL on the server with a 
remote application. 

You can find examples of usage here. 
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Epilogue

Thank you for the time spent with this book! We hope that we gave you those answers you needed and now 

you can develop additional programming to your store by yourselves. 

If you didn’t solve your problems or you have more questions on working with Prestashop, visit our blog. 

There you can find even more detailed articles that were not included in this guide. You can also contact 

authors directly and ask them your questions.  

In our turn, we promise to continue writing helpful materials about Prestashop, so watch for updates of our 

blog. 



Email: contact@belvg.com
Skype: store.belvg
Phone US: +1 650 924 9963

module-presta.com
belvg.com
blog.belvg.com
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